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Summary

In South America a new actor in agribusiness has been identified. The companies forming
this new category are rather called ‘pools de siembra’ or ‘network companies’. Our first
objective was to clarify the differences between both concepts in their context namely
Argentina and Uruguay. Our investigation is strongly connected to the local environment.
‘Pools de siembra’ and network companies are agricultural commodities producers in South
America. They plan production, procurement and commercialization but outsource
production activities to field work companies (contratistas). These companies emerged in the
90’s in Argentina and modify greatly the commodities farming sector in South America since
these organizations base production on rented land and outsourcing. The production
activities are separated from the land and equipment owning, which is a major change in the
traditional agriculture framework in South America where farmers own land and machinery to
produce goods.
Despite common characteristics ‘pools de siembra’ can be distinguished from network
companies since the former have a short term vision and seek only high returns on
investments. ‘Pools de siembra’ are short-living businesses and difficult to approach due to
this feature. In other words, local actors in South America call ‘pools de siembra’ network
companies that only seek profitability on a short term basis.
We performed a qualitative research based on a case study methodology. Eleven
companies have been investigated, five in Uruguay and six in Argentina. Our sample guided
us towards network companies also called farming companies (empresas agropecuarias).
The firms presented in this study farm between 10 000 ha (for the smallest company) and
200 000 ha (for the largest). Over 80% of the land they farm is rented from landowners and
over 90% of the production activities are outsourced to partners called field work companies.
Their scale is an element of questioning for researchers because these organizations have a
clear impact on the local social network. Indeed small farmers quit the farming sector and
give up their farms because they can not compete with network companies. Local economy
is consequently destabilized due to the loss of economic actors. Moreover network
companies have intensive farming practices which raise environmental issues. Finally their
positive contribution to local and national economy is doubted.
Network companies are central in the debate concerning the evolution of the primary food
producing sector in South America, nonetheless they have never been studied before. Local
actors have been wondering about their organization and about the type of relationships
developed with stakeholders.
This study originates from a local need of researchers to understand network companies’
business processes, chain, resource management, and network structure. We elaborated
our methodology from a supply chain management perspective and defined our main
research question namely the identification of the key success factors of these farming
companies.
The supply chain management literature review guided us towards a conceptual framework
representing our main research support and interview guide development support. We
adopted the supply chain management (SCM) framework proposed firstly by Lambert &
Cooper (2000) and adapted by Vorst et al. (2005). Six key dimensions compose this
framework and have been studied in each investigated company (See next figure). Firstly
chain objectives and resources have been identified. Then the network structure has been
determined. Finally chain management, business processes, and chain performance
indicators have been studied to gain overview of companies’ activities.
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After a four months phase of data collection in network companies in Uruguay and
Argentina an insight of the companies’ SCM and performances has been drawn. Moreover
leaders and industry followers have been identified.
Success factors (SF) have then been highlighted and discussed so as to contribute to the
local debate involving network companies.
SF related to
Network
Structure

Chain
Objectives

SF related to
Chain
Business
Processes

SF related to
Chain
Management

SF related to the
interconnection of
the 4 dimensions

Chain
Performance

SF related to
Chain
Resources

Conceptual Framework of the study

We identified five critical SF of network companies. Firstly, these organizations develop
long-term customer-supplier relationships. By developing close relationships with their
partners (e.g. field work companies) network companies gain competitive advantage through
enhanced coordination across the supply chain. Besides input providers are key partners for
farming companies since they supply them not only with products but also with financial
support. Indeed up to 30% of capital needs are financed by credits granted by input
providers.
Another key SF of network companies is their effective use of information and
communication technologies (ICT) in the South American context. However leaders and
followers are not equal in this aspect since transactional (e.g. unique computer program
covering production and accountancy) and analytical (e.g. statistical tools focusing on
correlations) information technologies are implemented by the leaders whereas followers are
in the design phase of their own information system. Leaders have a clear competitive
advantage by already using and improving their system.
The success of these companies is also strongly related to their corporate culture. A sense of
mission (Campbell, 2004) is developed in these organizations, which leads to commitment
and enthusiasm among employees. The strong culture promoted by senior management is
the element binding the organization together and leading to business success.
The three earlier mentioned SF have already been identified in literature by Tummula et al.
(2006). We observed a strong influence of company’s size on these SF. Firstly the largest
firms have more power in their relations with customers and suppliers and consequently can
impose norms, such as safety rules to field companies’ workers, easier. Then ICT
development and implementation are restricted by resource allowance. Small network
companies have limited resources compared to the leaders. Finally, concerning the culture of
these organizations, size influences the communication and ‘teaching’ of firm’s values and
behaviour standards to employees. Small network companies rely on the familiar
atmosphere created by the reduced number of employees. Hierarchical levels are reduced.
As a consequence senior management is more able to communicate company’s culture
directly to first level employees. On the other hand the largest multinational companies have
to implement intensive human resource management practices in order to reach all their
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employees. A thorough recruitment procedure and company’s culture forming sessions
determine if there is a match between the values of the organization and those of the
individual.
Finally flexibility and adaptability have been identified as critical SF and get a special echo
when confronted to their South American context. Network companies are flexible since their
structure enables flexibility. They are not bound to land and/or material. Moreover land
farmed is promptly increased by renting more parcels and contracting new 3PL from one
year to another. Market’s entry and exit are easy. This flexibility arouses fears in local
communities since these organizations might move to another more lucrative sector
unexpectedly. However results from our investigation show that network companies have a
long term strategy and do not plan to quit market. Until now farming companies have used
their flexibility and adaptability to face changes and instabilities in the agriculture sector and
not to invest in another sector.
Since these firms have never been investigated before
this study is an important contribution to local discussion
about network companies in South America. Their
organization, chain business process management and
networking features have been highlighted and
discussed.
The success of the strategic network build by farming
companies should be an element to benchmark for other
South American companies and a proof of the need of
collaboration between supply chain partners so as to
gain competitive advantage in an ever growing
competitive global market.
Finally we identified relations between network
companies thanks to our netchain perspective (Lazarrini
et al., 2001). Indeed each farming company is a subnetwork of a network regrouping several farming
companies as shown in the figure nearby.
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1. Introduction

The Pampa area is the main grain production place in South America. It is considered as
being the “breadbasket of South America” (Austin et al., 2006). Soybean (Glycine max L.
Merr.), wheat (Triticum aestrivum L.), maize (Zea mays L.), sunflower (Helianthus annuus
L.), sorghum (Sorghum), barley (Hordeum vulgare) and rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) are
farmed and sold all over the world. In 2004, Argentina is the first soybean cake exporter in
the world with more than eighteen million of tons exported, the fifth wheat exporter, the third
soybean exporter (FAO, 2008).
The name Pampa describes an ecological region in South America as seen on Figure 1
and exceeds widely the province La Pampa. This ecological region does not have borders
and continues to Uruguay and the South of Brazil. According to Garbulsky “five major
Grazing land Regions” can be distinguished in Argentina and Pampas are one of them.
Those ecological regions can be mega thermic, humid to semi-arid. They are “characterised
by their lack of native trees, flat terrain, fertile soils, extended croplands and native or
cultivated pastures” (Garbulsky et al., 2004). Argentina’s Pampa includes the province of
Buenos Aires, Cordoba, Entre Rios, La Pampa and Santa Fe (Guibert, 1998). In this paper
the area of investigation is the Pampa region in Uruguay and Argentina (See also Annex 1).

Source: Garbulsky et al., 2004

Figure 1. Grazing regions in Argentina
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This region of the world is the battle of major changes occurring in its agriculture market, its
countryside and its producing methods. Agriculturización, sojización (Arbeletche et al., 2007)
and concentration are three phenomena, which are the most discussed in Argentina and
Uruguay, accompanying those changes.
Indeed in Argentina between 1998 and 2008 the area farmed with soya increased by 106%
from 8 165 thousand hectares to 16 800 thousand hectares (FAS, 2008) and in Uruguay
during the same period this area passed from 9 thousand to 447 thousand hectares. So,
soya production has been multiplied by 50 in 10 years in Uruguay (MGAP-DIEA, 2008) .This
soybean production boom is the main explaining factor for the evolution of land use in both
countries. In Argentina, land used for commodities production passed from 23 140 thousand
hectares during the harvesting 1995/96 to 32 223 thousand hectares during the harvesting
2007/08 which means an increase of 39%. The same observation is made in Uruguay where
between 2000 and 2005 arable land passed from 332 thousand to 655 thousand hectares
which is an increase of 97% (SAGPYA, 2008). Concentration is another factor that enters in
this new agriculture era since the average farm size increases dramatically. This
concentration is new in Uruguay and began in 2000. At this point average farm size was 374
ha and 5 years later reached 409 ha which means an increase of 9% (MGAP-DIEA, 2008). In
Argentina this concentration has begun in the 80s. During this period the average farm size
passed from 400 ha to 600 ha approximately, an increase of 50% (AACREA, 2008). As
cropped land is extending competition with other sectors (mainly dairy and livestock
industries) is growing, land prices are rising and the minimum farm size to reach profitability
also. In Argentina the loss of 150 000 farms between 1992 and 2002 caused a modification
of the national agriculture structure. Concentration is a direct consequence of the latter
observation. But Gras et al. (2007) also explains that deeper heterogeneity in the farming
sector is favoured by this concentration. Indeed some farms are increasing dramatically and
farming becomes a highly professional activity whereas other farmers are living from
subsistence farming. The gap between traditional farming and entrepreneurial farming runs
deep. Another characteristic of this new agriculture structure is a phenomenon of transfer of
some productions, like breeding, to new areas. This can be explained by the enhancement of
farming technologies and weather changes since we can observe that land which could not
be farmed with cereals and oilseeds ten years ago is now productive land. Breeding can not
compete with farming nowadays in South America considering the fact that mean profitability
reaches at least 20% in farming companies. At the same time creation of new actors in the
agriculture sector looms on the horizon.
Because of Argentina’s political instability people learned to be flexible and to adapt
themselves to a constantly changing economical and political context. New actors emerged
as a consequence of government’s pull out and market’s ultra liberalisation. They form now a
new group of farming category called network-enterprise. These companies are large scale
commodities (cereals and oilseeds) producers. They mainly farm rented land and cultivate
soybean. Moreover network-enterprises negotiate directly with multinational input providers
to get agri-inputs (seeds, fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides) and sell their production to
international exporting companies.
Agriculturización, sojización and concentration are the heart of an intense debate in both
countries. Nevertheless Uruguay has been living those changes the last ten years whereas
Argentina has been confronted to the situation since the 80s.
These facts observed questions arose about who are those new actors of commodities
production, which is their functioning and how are they gaining ground.
In short our research question consists in explaining the key success factors of these new
actors called network enterprise.
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2. Agriculture market evolution and new agri-business
emergence

Agriculture is entering a new era where demand and supply are the main drivers of the
commodities market. Since the 60’s price of agricultural commodities has been low and
farmers bad paid for their production. This situation has come to an end with the global need
to find new energetic resources. There are several reasons to explain this increase in
demand such as the development of India and China and their population, instability in the
Middle East region or damages on fossil fuel industry’s facilities due to storms in the USA
(Cassman, 2007).
The challenge to sustain this new era is huge. Indeed, farmers and agro-industries have to
provide food to the world population without an excessive price increase and environmental
friendly bio-fuels that truly decrease greenhouse effect and are an alternative to fossil fuels
(Cassman, 2007).
In this context of agricultural commodities market price enhancement investors are eager to
invest in agriculture companies in South America. As can be seen on Figure 2 commodities’
prices are progressing at world level which means that farming becomes more attractive.
Combining to this fact the high profitability of agriculture companies, the low social,
environmental and economical constrains in South America makes that businesspeople
speculate on commodities market and want to invest in farming companies.

Source: self made based on DIEA, 2008

Figure 2. Commodities' price evolution

2.1 Developing countries and developing markets
Our study is conducted in South America, more precisely in Argentina and Uruguay.
Nevertheless some of the farming companies interviewed are also working in Bolivia, Brazil
and/or Paraguay. The previous named countries are developing countries (WTO, 2008).
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Developing countries represent two third of the WTO’s members. They are sub-grouped in
“developing countries” and “least developed countries”. Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia, Brazil
and Paraguay have themselves announced as developing countries during WTO admission
phase since there are no definitions of developed and developing countries at WTO level.
Developing countries have a particular status compared to developed countries. For instance
developing countries have “extra time to fulfil their commitments”, they can benefit “trading
opportunities through greater market access […] and means of helping” (WTO, 2008).
For O’Conner (2006) “developing countries are the poorer, less industrialised countries in
the global economy”. World Bank classifies countries, according to their gross national
income (GNI), into four categories: low-income, lower middle-income, upper middle-income
and high-income countries (Table 1).
Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay are upper-middle-income economies whereas Bolivia and
Paraguay are lower-middle-income economies (World Bank, 2008).
Table 1. Classification of Economies by Status, 2004

Source: O’Connor, 2006

Moreover Argentina; Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay are MERCOSUR (the Southern Common
Market) members whereas Bolivia is an associate member. Besides the five countries are
members of the Cairns Group formed in 1986 before the Uruguay Round in order to gain
power in the agricultural liberalization negotiations. This last remark is central because the
countries targeted in our study chose to liberalize their agriculture market, deregulate it and
suppress government support. This is a major change in the macro environment which
strongly impulses the need to reduce production costs through economies of scale and an
enhanced chain consolidation in order to stay competitive in the global market place (Woods,
2004). Additionally there is a growing demand in food products in China, India, Indonesia and
South American countries, due to their population progress, which is a unique market
opportunity for producers in developing countries(Table 2). Supply chain management (SCM)
is a powerful tool to meet this demand and re-negotiate the value distribution between
growers, collectors and traders which is traditionally at the expense of farmers (Woods
2004).
Table 2. Projected population growth to 2025 (in billions)

Source: Woods, 2004.
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2.2 New category of actors in the primary production market: Network
companies and ‘pools de siembra’
The concept of ‘network company’ was created by AAPRESID the Argentine No-till
Farmers Association, which introduced in the 90’s the agronomic practice of direct drilling to
farmers (Gras et al., 2007).
Network companies are agricultural commodities producing companies. They have a typical
functioning with rented land, outsourcing of the production activities and management
practices (cost management, human resource management, risk management and financing
management) which distinguish them from small to medium farmers who do not use this
highly professionalized pattern in South America.
This is the reason we choose to use the terminology of ‘network company’ to show that they
are forming a new category of actors in the agribusiness and that they are managing a large
network of suppliers, customers, public organizations and research groups.
After talking to local experts we came to the conclusion that these companies are “empresas
agropecuarias” which means in English “farming and livestock companies”. For this reason
and because their first objective is to farm land we also call them ‘farming companies’ in this
study.
Network companies are often called ‘pools de siembra’ in South America. However the
farming companies we visited do not want to be mixed up with ‘pools de siembra’ because
this concept has a negative connotation in Argentina and Uruguay. They are stigmatised as
high profit and low investment business with damageable consequences for society such as:
 Low money returns to society because ‘pools de siembra’ take legal forms which reduce
taxation e.g. in Argentina FIDEICOMISO,
 Environmental damages since they look only for productivity and not sustainability, and
 Social impacts because they do not have a long-term strategy and disturb local social
networks. For instance, they decide producing one year, offer high prices to landholders,
evict local farmers, who are used to rent land, because they can not offer as much for the
rent and quit business the year after because it is not profitable anymore (e.g. when
commodities prices decrease).
Pools de siembra follow a business model developed in the 90’s to face the new
economical framework in Argentina where factors of competitiveness are changing radically.
Between 1988 and 2002, 26% of the farms of less than 200 ha disappeared which indicates
that the critical size of a farm to be “profitable” enhanced and concentration of the production
occurred dramatically during this decade (Gras et al., 2007). The difficult situation of farmers
in Argentina but the favourable agriculture market made possible to create sowing
consortiums or pools de siembra (Albaladejo et al., 1997).
Inversion funds and companies with open capital give the possibility to Argentineans to
invest money in agriculture with the guaranty of a high profitability rate. Those pools de
siembra rent land and outsource the field work to contratistas (field work companies) during
one campaign. At the end of the campaign the benefits are shared between the different
business partners (Albaladejo et al., 1997).
A ‘pool de siembra’ is either:
 an association between investors from Buenos Aires or countryside cities and an
agronomist, who is in charge of the production, contracts field work companies and land
holders, or
 an association of farmers, who are seeking an additional activity.
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The two previously mentioned types of associations are ephemeral businesses and are
generally negatively perceived by population because they invest in agriculture one year and
quit business when profitability decreases.
Network companies and ‘pools de siembra’ have common characteristics because both
farm rented land and outsource field work. Both practices lead to low fixed assets since
companies do neither invest in land nor in machines. Often people do not distinguish one
type of company to the other. We asked experts, companies’ employees, managers, input
suppliers, local political actors and non-agribusiness members but we did not find a
commonly accepted definition of a ‘pool de siembra’. In literature the term of ‘pool de
siembra’ does not exist. Thus confusion dominates since there is no precise definition to
clarify this concept.
Saconi (1995) tried to define these companies but he described their structure rather than
define them. According to him ‘pools de siembra’ are structured by three elements:
i)
a team that carries out the field work,
ii)
a central administration that buys inputs, sells the production and
manages work planning and,
iii)
a financial entity. The latter is responsible for investments-raising, fund
flow and end of year statement presentation.
In other articles we can find that a ‘pool de siembra’ is an association, which is looking for
scale economy in order to obtain advantages during inputs’ purchase, which is financed by
credits and dedicates its activities to farm land (CREA). This definition is vague because it
describes entity‘s activities but not its distinguishing characteristics with what is commonly
called a company. Indeed many farmers regroup their farms to do scale economy and
enhance their negotiation power towards suppliers. Meantime paying inputs after harvesting
is a commonly used strategy.
What we do know is that ‘pool de siembra’ is a concept born in Argentina in the 90s. It is
not known precisely who invented this concept and when. According to the Real Academia
Española which publishes a dictionary of reference the concept ‘pool de siembra’ does not
exist. Nevertheless we can find that the word ‘siembra’ is defined as “the action and effects
of sowing” or “the period of sowing”. Referring us to the Cambridge dictionary a pool is: “A
number of people or a quantity of particular thing, such as money, collected together for
shared use by several people or organizations”.
In this matter we define a ‘pool de siembra’ as an association of resources (capital,
production means, human resources) administrated by a company with the aim of
realizing one harvesting period. The purpose is to reach largest profits in a reduced
time.
This definition stresses the short term vision of ‘pools de siembra’ and this is the main
difference between them and network companies.
Diverse hypotheses are given to explain the emergence of this new form of managing
crops but the following factors can not be isolated from each others:
 economical reforms in Argentina (deregulation, privatization, fixed currency at 1 peso= 1
dollar US) (Hillcoat et al., 2002),
 liberalisation of the 90’s and State ‘laissez-faire’ (Albaladejo et al, 1997),
 international market prices, bio fuel demand, information and communication technologies
enhancement (Gras et al., 2007), and
 bank and supplier credit politics.
All these factors promoted a new producing framework in South America which led to a need
of better risk management and a need of scale economy. In South America, the
agribusiness sector does not benefit any kind of governmental support. The State does not
help farmers with subsidies or special insurances to face harsh weather for instance. So to
insure the stability of a farm or a company managers have to enhance their risk
management. Moreover scale allows costs reductions, which are crucial in a competitive
environment.
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Another explaining factor is that, historically, the renting system in Argentina and in
Uruguay is well developed. DIEA (2008) shows that for harvesting period 2007/08, in
Uruguay, only 35% of farmed land was cultivated by its owner. The rest is cultivated by
producers who are renting land. This tendency has been the same for years. In Argentina
there is no formal information about land tenancy but informal information showed that 17
million ha out of 31 million under cultivation in Argentina were farmed by producers who rent
land which means that more than half of the producing land is farmed by non owners.
Due to this new framework, actors such as ‘pools de siembra’ and farming companies,
which have common management practices namely a high level of outsourcing, a low
level of fixed assets and production made thanks to rented land, could emerge.
However ‘pools de siembra’ can be distinguished from farming companies thanks to
the short time vision of the first ones. ‘Pools de siembra’ have generally higher producing
risks because their crops and region diversification is lower. Moreover higher producing costs
are probably occurring since there is no long term rationalization. Nonetheless, pools de
siembra are profitable because those entities enter the market when commodities prices are
high and quit business when profitability lowers. Risks may be higher but profitability
expectations may increase also.
Farming companies and ‘pools de siembra’ embody a new agriculture model, which
represents a fundamental change in agriculture goods production where fixed assets are
traditionally high. The innovation is the separation between production activities and land
owning. Until the 90’s, in Argentina, this model did not exist. This segregation is new in
Uruguay because it has been imported, mainly by Argentineans, who began to invest in this
boarder country in 2001 and 2002 just after the economic crisis.
From a European perspective the terminology debate between ‘pools de siembra’ and
farming companies (also called network companies) seems trivial but it takes importance
from a South American perspective because ‘pools de siembra’ are badly perceived from
population. Consequently network companies have a bad image since they are not
distinguished from ‘pools de siembra’ by local people.
The bad reputation of ‘pools de siembra’ is also used for political ends like during the first
semester of 2008 when a 128 days conflict between agri-sector and Argentina’s government
took place. This battle began in March. At this time government wanted to create a variable
tax (retenciones móviles) for soybean which would vary between 39 and 44% of the world
market price of this oilseed. Since 2002 a fixed tax already exists. This tax reached 23,5% of
soybean price in 2002, 27,5% in January 2007 and 35% in December 2007. This means that
producers in Argentina sell their soybean at world market price but become only 65% of this
price in December 2007. The tax is directly deducted by Argentina’s central government. A
variable tax means that producers’ incomes are locked to a certain level (i.e. higher the
soybean price is, higher the tax will be) although their production costs follow world market
price. In the present situation this means that costs increase - since fertilizer, herbicides and
pesticides, increase following world tendency (CREA, 2008) - but producers can not benefit
from better commodities prices to compensate their higher production costs because of this
variable tax.
This law project was the origin of the conflict led by small and medium producers unions. In
order to stop it one argument of producers unions was to demonstrate that this measure
favours ‘pools de siembra’ because they are inversion funds and thus can resist longer to the
economical pressure applied by government due to abundant money supply. During this
conflict ‘pools de siembra’ have been demonised and made responsible for the
agriculturización, sojización and concentration in the agriculture sector. The economical,
environmental and social impacts of these companies have been highlighted. Network
companies which have been put in the same basket than ‘pools de siembra’ had to defend
their image and this is why they try to position themselves differently from an economical,
environmental and social point of view.
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We identified two new actors in the primary production market in South America namely
network companies and ‘pools de siembra’. Heterogeneity in the agriculture sector is high.
The coexistence of different forms of production no permits to generalise at country level one
main form of farming (See Table 3). Nevertheless we can distinguish several schemas:
1. The traditional farmer who owns his land and machinery. He is often crop producer
and breeder. These people are farmers from father to son, farm their own land and
use their own machines. They work like their fathers did and do not recognize the
need of technology.
2. Medium farmers who own and rent land in order to produce crop. This group of
producers is the more threatened by ‘network-enterprise’ because those farmers also
rent land to produce crop. They are directly competing with big agriculture
companies. They work with their own capital and their own machines, which is a high
investment practice.
3. The “entrepreneur-innovator” also called the “modern producer” with a high level of
technology and professionalization (Gras et al., 2007). These producers are, like
traditional farmers, farmers from father to son but they have medium to big size farms
and they intensively use information and communication technologies besides
modern company management tools (farm efficiency calculation, costs reduction
tools…). This category of producers also rents land but farms it with its own
machinery.
4. The ‘’network-enterprise” or farming company, focus of our investigation, rents land,
has a high level of ICT utilization and outsources the production process. Generally
these companies have a low level of fixed assets since they do not own land or
machinery. However, according to various strategies, farming companies can buy
land and/or machines and/or storing facilities.
5. The ‘pool de siembra’ which is an ephemeral business also rents land and outsources
the field work but ,unlike the four previous categories of producers, a ‘pool de
siembra’ takes advantage of good commodities prices, invest in production and quit
the business when benefit expectations lower.
Table 3. Characteristics of 5 groups of producers in Argentina and Uruguay

Source: self made, 2008
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2.3 Evolution of Agriculture in Argentina
Three main revolutions caused huge changes in the production habits in Argentina. Guibert
(1998) calls those revolutions “the pampas’ revolutions”.
The first revolution, which occurred between 1880 and the Second World War, resulted in
the emergence of a production model which combines breeding and farming.
The second revolution, from Second World War to the 90’s, resulted in the
“agriculturalization” of the Pampa region. Argentina increased its commodities production
thanks to hybrids of maize and sunflower, genetically improved wheat varieties, the use of
herbicides and more efficient machinery, in other words improved technology. Moreover
soybean has taken each year a more important place in the total production due to high
international demand level since the 70’s (Figure 3 and 4). Soybean has become a strategic
commodity because it is the main source of vegetal protein in the world.

Source: AACREA based on Sagpya, 2008

Figure 3. Evolution of the area farmed in Argentina

Source: AACREA based on Sagpya, 2008

Figure 4. Evolution of the production in Argentina

(*) Rest: Rice, Barley, Maize, Oat, Canola, Sorghum, Wheat, Sunflower
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According to Ablin et al. (2003) the importance of the expansion of this commodity in the
South Cone is largely explained by the Dillon Round Negotiations in 1962 where EEC
(Economical European Community) permitted entrance to soybeans, soybean cake and meal
at a zero tax level. Adding to this commercial consensus, the increased protein needs of the
European animal sector promoted by the Common Agriculture Politics made it possible to
develop this market. Guibert (2008) explains that the Dillon Round, part of GATT
negotiations, formalised the arrangements designed by USA, in the Marshall Plan, after
Second World War. This agreement has been recognized in 1994 during the Uruguay
Round. A consequence is that Europe can not supply its market with European produced
soya and has to import it duty free. Besides the European market a new market is emerging
since the 90s: China. In 2005, 50% of soybeans exports have been consumed by this nation.
The third revolution in Argentina is explained by the adoption of the resolution 167/96 the
25th of March 1996. The State of Argentina permits the production and commercialization of
the soya Roundup Ready (RR) which is tolerant to the herbicide called glyfosate. Argentina
was the first country in South America to allow Genetically Modified (GM) crop after 5 years
of investigations conducted by CONABIA (National Advising Committee for Biotechnology in
Agriculture). This law promulgation has a considerable impact over the productive practices
in the Pampa. Indeed, during harvest 1996/97, 6% of the total soybean area was farmed with
Genetically Modified Soya (GMS) whereas, in 1998/99, GMS represented 60% of the total
soybean area and in 2000/01 90% (CREA, 2008) (See Figure 5).

Source: Ablin et al. (2003)

Figure 5. Evolution of the area of GM Soybean in Argentina

The benefits of GMS are immediate since glyfosate is an herbicide which controls nearly all
weeds infecting soya and has a low cost. Moreover “biotechnology has resulted in
increasingly shorter soybean live cycles, which have allowed double-cropping in areas
previously planted with one crop per growing season” (King et al., 2006). Soybean with
maturity groups 5, 6 and 7 have a longer growing season than maturity groups 3 and 4.
Thanks to this innovation double-cropping has been generalised in the Pampa area which
means that farmers harvest two crops per growing season. Cereals like wheat and barley are
harvested in November and December while oilseeds like soybeans are harvested between
April and June (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Growing season in the Pampa area

Meantime to these major innovations another radical change in the agronomic practices
occurred: the use of Direct Drilling (DD) also called no-tillage farming. AAPRESID
(Argentina’s Association of Producers using the No Tillage method) promoted this technique
in the 90’s which consists in sowing seeds without prior ploughing. The benefits are radical:
less erosion and a better soil coverage which means a better level of organic matter and
increased soil humidity (CREA, 2008). Moreover “no-till technology has allowed for areas to
be planted which were previously unsuitable for agriculture such as in the “expansion” areas
of the north and west” (King et al., 2006).
Genetically Modified Soya (GMS) resistant to glyfosate, shorter soybean live cycle and DD
are the three main factors of the technological package in South America. GMS has
permitted decreased costs because of the low level of inputs needed and simplified weed
control. DD is a technique which is operatively rapid to implement and decreases costs
because less machinery, field work and petrol are needed (See Table 4). Between 1992 and
1999 the area cultivated under DD increased from 500 000 ha to 7 million ha (Hillcoat et al.,
2002).
Table 4. Production Costs

Even if Argentinean farmers integrated new technologies in their production way, which
resulted in a global production enhancement, profitability was low and farmers lived a critical
economic situation (Albaladejo et al., 1997). According to Hillcoat et al. (2002) farmers were
in difficulties because of higher transport costs, higher tax rate applied by the State and high
debts rate. The latter has been permitted because of the generous loan policy of banks.
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Sept.

Indeed, according to Albaladejo et al. (1997), between December 1991 and June 1993 banks
increased by 5,5 loans granted to the agri-sector which’s indebtedness passed from 1,4
billion US dollar to 3,6. A lot of producers could not face monthly payment and had to stop
their activity, to sell their land or to rent it in order to pay the bank.
In this context of increased technological knowledge and liberalised agriculture the
model based on the separation between production activities and land owing
appeared. Nevertheless the exportation of this model begins in 2002 after the crisis of
December 2001. This crisis symbolizes the end of the economical model of the 90’s based
on the illusory parity between US dollar and peso. In January 2002 one US dollar is worth
three pesos instead of one a few days before. The transition is radical and can be illustrated
by the sentence: “I sowed in a land but harvested in another” (Hillcoat et al., 2002). Currency
devaluation was not the only measure of government: cash withdrawals are restricted and
cash deposits are impossible, loans are frozen, the debts which have been taken in dollar
had to be repaid in dollar, exportation taxes are restored. Moreover within 10 days 4 different
presidents follow one another.
The political and economical situation is uncertain and consequently agriculture companies
and large farmers look for new land in order to minimize their risks and to escape to the high
taxation policy in Argentina. As a consequence Argentinean farmers invest in Brazil, Bolivia,
Paraguay and Uruguay.
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2.4 Evolution of Agriculture in Uruguay
Soya production and evolution of the agri-sector have been closely tied in South America
for the last years. Uruguay has undergone deep changes since 2000 due to the increase of
its cereal and soya production. This production trend reached all MERCOSUR countries but
the distinguishing factor in Uruguay is that this enhancement is made by international
companies and so with international investments (Arbeletche et al. 2007).
Table 5. Comparison of total area and cultivated area in Uruguay and Argentina in 2007/08

x 157

x 31

Source: DIEA-MGAP, 2008

Uruguay shares its boarders with two giants: Brazil and Argentina. This republic is 157
times smaller than Argentina and represents only 1 030 000 Ha of land cultivated with
commodities in 2007/08 (See Table 5). Nevertheless the progression of agriculture the last
decade has been leading to important changes, firstly, in the countryside because agriculture
is deeply linked with soybean production in South America. Traditionally cereals and oilseeds
are produced in the ‘Litoral Oeste’ which encompasses 6 regions of Uruguay: Paysandú, Rio
Negro, Soriano, Salto, Colonia and Flores (Annex 2). Since the soybean boom this oilseed
can be found almost in all regions of the country and represents almost the half of the
commodity production as seen on Figure 7.

Source: based on DIEA-MGAP, 2008

Figure 7. Comparison of the evolution of global crop production and soybean production (Ha)

Secondly, as already noticed in Argentina, we observe that medium size farmers, breeders
and dairy farmers are directly competing with agriculture companies. Indeed, traditionally,
medium size farmers rent land, farm it and share the benefits with the land owner. This form
of renting system is called Medianerìa and means that tenant does not pay a rent fixed in
dollar/Ha in advance but the benefits of the harvest are shared between both sides. This
group of farmers has difficulties to find enough liquidity to compete with farming companies
which pay, often, a high rent per Ha in advance (from 6 to 18 months in advance). Breeders
and dairy farmers are also affected by those companies because in some situation it is more
profitable to rent the land to agriculture companies than to continue the breeding or dairy
activities. These categories of farmers have to move to other areas of the country where land
can not be used for cultivation. Land demand is higher than offer and a logical consequence
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is the increase of land price. As shown in Figure 8 the mean price of land dedicated to
agriculture increased each semester from 51,956 US dollars between 1999 and 2005. This is
a dramatic enhancement and land renting prices follow the same evolution. High rents are
even sustained by the renting system in Uruguay just like in Argentina. Indeed, renting
contracts are legal papers, admittedly, but there is no minimum duration time. As a result
land owners are not willing to sign for more than one or two years because they speculate
next year’s rent and are sure about their negotiation power.

Source: based on DIEA-MGAP, 2008

Legend:
Mean price of land dedicated to agriculture and breeding
Mean price of total area commercialised

Figure 8. Evolution of land price in Uruguay

Thirdly, experts (from own sources) consider that the rapid development of agriculture in
Uruguay leads to environmental issues such as erosion, soil impoverishment and agriculture
bad practices.
So the extension of grain and oil seed production has major economical and social
impacts. First of all, from this phenomenon results a concentration of the actors in the
agriculture sector. Indeed, in 2005, 6% of the producers were farming 40% of the soya area
whereas 45% of the land under cultivation was farmed by 1% of the producers. This
concentration phenomenon occurs at the exporter level too. In 2004, 77% of the soya
exports were fulfilled by five international firms (Arbeletche et al., 2007). Then, farms’
characteristics in Uruguay have altered:

As shows Table 6, farms are getting bigger with an increase of 278% of farms of
more than 1000 ha,

Half of the traditional –farmers of less than 216 ha mainly with dairy cows, pasture
and cereals- disappeared between 2000 and 2005 (Arbeletche et al., 2007)
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Table 6. Farm surface evolution in Uruguay

Source: Arbeletche et al., 2007 and DIEA-MGAP

Clearly, several actors are leaving the agri-sector. Not only small farmers have to stop their
activity but also small input suppliers.
Nevertheless we have to remember the dramatic event of 2001 and to consider that Uruguay
undergoes the same economical crisis than Argentina: majority of farmers is in debt and has
no way to overcome the situation. Farming companies come at a moment when work, money
and efficiency are needed. But how did they avoid the general slump and stay successful?
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3. Literature review: the supply chain management vision

3.1 Definition of the concept of supply chain
In literature supply chain is synonym of distribution channel (Mentzer et al., 2001) or
delivery channel (Cox, 1999). The concept of value is often considered as interchangeable
with the concept of supply chain (Vorst et al., 2007). Porter in its book “Competitive
Advantage” in 1985 introduced the former concept. He states that the value chain “divides a
firm into the discrete activities it performs in designing, producing, marketing, and distributing
its product”. An illustration for this can be seen in the following Figure.

Figure 9. Porter's Value Chain

Porter (1985) divides the activities of a company in two groups: support activities and
primary activities. He defines the value chain at the company level but Kaplinsky in 2000
extends it to “the full range of activities which are required to bring a product or service from
conception, through the different phases of production […], delivery to final consumers […]”.
The latter definition encompasses all the activities of the supply chain which add value to a
product. So the “value-added” that creates a company of the supply chain or an activity of a
company is measured in relation to the cost of executing this particular activity since value is
“what buyers are willing to pay” (Porter, 1985). Cox (1999) explains that the supply chain and
the value chain exist in parallel since the value chain “refers to a flow of revenue from the
end consumer of any product and service, which provides the revenue stream for each stage
of the supply chain”. Figure 10 shows Cox’s understanding of supply and value chains
(1999).
So the value of a product is given by the end consumer who buys this product. The revenue
flow goes upstream to the different chain members. Whereas the supply chain begins with
raw material without which the chain could not exist.
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Source: Cox, 1999

Figure 10. Supply and Value Chains

Value chain and supply chain are parallel in Cox’s view (1999), as it can be seen on Figure
10. The interesting point is that he gives special attention to the value flow that is created
during production processes. Value flow is a complementary flow accompanying products
and services flows crossing the supply chain.
Mentzer et al. (2001) looks in its definition of supply chain at two other existing flows namely
the finance and the information flow. Indeed he defines a supply chain “as a set of three or
more entities (organizations or individuals) directly involved in the upstream and downstream
flows of products, services, finances, and/or information from a source to a customer.”
Eventually we consider the concepts of value chain and supply chain equally and fuse
together the perspective of Cox (1999) and Mentzer et al. (2001) in the following definition.
“A supply chain is defined as a set of three or more entities (organizations or
individuals) directly involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products,
services, [value], finances, and/or information from a source to a customer.”
As a matter of fact we know thanks to this definition that the functioning of a supply chain is
linked to the coordination of these five flows (products, services, value, finances and
information). So in order to characterize a particular supply chain and to map it, it is
necessary, according to Cox (1999), to identify the different stages of the supply chain to
deliver a good to a customer in other words what Ruben et al. calls ‘channel choice’ in its
work of 2007, then to understand the relations between members of the supply chain which
means describe the governance regime existing between partners of a value chain and
finally how those relations influence the flow of value or how value added is distributed to
chain actors.
So, a supply chain exists if, at least, three entities exchange tangible and/or intangible
resources. Consequently it is important to consider that supply chains exist as such whereas
the management of those supply chains obliges the entities to control and administrate the
flows that cross organisational boundaries. When three organizations, for example, supplier,
company and customer are involved in a supply chain the latter is considered as a direct
supply chain:

Figure 11. Direct Supply Chain

Source: Mentzer et al., 2001
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If suppliers and customers from tier 2 are considered in the supply chain the latter is defined
as an extended supply chain:

Source: Mentzer et al., 2001

Figure 12. Extended Supply Chain

When complexity of the supply chain increases and all organizations involved in the
exchange of tangible and/or intangible resources from the ultimate supplier to the ultimate
customer are taken into account we talk about the ultimate supply chain:

Source: Mentzer et al., 2001

Figure 13. Ultimate Supply Chain

The ultimate supply chain illustration shows that supply chains are not linear. Indeed the third
party logistics service provider (3PL) is performing the logistics activities between two
members of the supply chain but simultaneously it is involved in the product flow crossing the
supply chain and so becomes an actor of the latter. The third party financial provider is
involved in the financial flow and the market research firm in the information flow and
consequently they become members of the supply chain. The description of a particular
supply chain may turn out to be a complex phenomenon since several tiers of suppliers and
customers might be present and other actors might contribute indirectly to the supply chain
through information or financial flows. Moreover Vorst et al. (2005) and Mentzer et al. (2001)
stress the fact that due to the numerous supply chains designs, entities may collaborate in
one supply chain but compete in another.
In this study we will focus on the extended supply chain involving farming companies. The
latter are our focal company of the network.
Supplier’s Supplier
Supplier’s Supplier

Customer’s Customer
Supplier

Customer

Customer’s Customer

Farm Companies
Supplier’s Supplier

Supplier

Customer

Supplier’s Supplier

Customer’s Customer
Customer’s Customer

Figure 14. Extended Network Involving Farm Companies

Farming companies are producing commodities so describing the ultimate supply chain is
complex due to the number of tiers to arrive to the ultimate customer. For instance, these
companies are producing soybean. This oilseed is either exported in the shape of whole
grains to third countries or processed in oil or animal feed, which will be exported or
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domestically used. As discussed in the introduction most of the soybean exported in the
world is bought by China, which processes the whole grains with its own industry. So due to
the complexity of the network of soybean processing it is laborious to identify end consumers
who can be humans or animal nutrition companies in several countries, and all the
intermediaries. Moreover in this research we want to describe the functioning of farming
companies and their close network management.

3.2 Further than Supply Chain Analysis: Netchain analysis
Lazzarini (2001) defines supply chain analysis as “a broadly defined field focusing on
successive stages of value creation and capture in a vertically organized set of firms.” He
combines the method of supply chain analysis with network analysis which is more
concerned with “horizontal relationships between firms belonging to a particular industry or
group” (Powell, 1990, in Lazzarini, 2001). This combination results in, what Lazzarini calls,
the concept of netchain analysis.
As a consequence netchain analysis deals with the inter-organizational relationships from a
vertical angle (i.e., buyer-supplier relationship) and from a horizontal perspective (i.e.,
relationship between companies from the same industry). Indeed supply chain management
has to do with the coordination and integration of business processes across companies
within a particular supply chain but companies are also involved in a competitive environment
which influences supply chain decisions. So a network perspective is fundamental to
understand the relations farming companies maintain with competitors. Supply chain analysis
is a tool to better integrate business functions through the global vertical chain and so
achieve “lower costs and improved customer satisfaction” (Mentzer et al., 2001) while
network analysis deals with intangible value creation of sharing information between
members of the same industry like knowledge sharing for instance. Crucial in the netchain
approach is to characterize the interdependencies between companies. Those
interdependencies can be sequential (“one agent’s output is another agent’s input), pooled
(each agent is independent from the other) or reciprocal (agents are interdependent)
(Lazzarini, 2001). Eventually netchain analysis adds to supply chain analysis a global picture
of inter-organizations relationships and leads not only to the possibility to manage the SC but
also all existing relations between industry members.

Suppliers

Farming
companies

Customers

Legend:

Reciprocal interdependence
Sequential interdependence
Pooled interdependence

Figure 15. Netchain Representation and Types of Interdependence (Adapted from Lazzarini,
2001)
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In this particular study we investigate firms acting on the food commodity market since they
sell cereals and oilseeds. So those companies are members of a food supply chain.
Food chains have specific characteristics by reason of perishable products and product’s
quality variation. To this concept we choose to sum the network aspect. Consequently the
notion of ‘Food Supply Chain Network’ (FSCN) emerges which is also found in literature by
Vorst et al. (2005) for instance. A FSCN is a set of actors producing and/or distributing
vegetable or animal-based products. Zuurbier et al. (1996) distinguishes two main groups of
FSCN: firstly FSCN for fresh agricultural products and secondly FSCN for processed food
products.
In our study we are confronted to companies handling primary non processed products, in
other words, fresh products. According to Zuurbier et al. (1996) “the main processes are the
handling, conditioned storing, […], transportation, and especially trading of these goods”.
Vorst (2005) features the characteristics of FSCN have an impact on logistics and ICT. Table
7 summarises a few characteristics of FSCs and how they influence them.
Coordination and integration of food supply chains are critical since products have to be
produced, delivered and stored optimally to insure quality, quantity and consumer
satisfaction. So we can see the importance of SCM in this case and how an effective SCM
can permit the success of the whole chain and to all chain partners.
Table 7. Characteristics of FSCNs and their Impacts on Logistics and ICT (Adapted from Vorst
et al., 2005)
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3.3 Defining supply chain management
Even if it appears evident nowadays that supply chains have to be coordinated and
managed (Vorst et al,. 2007) and that business success depends dramatically on the
capacity of a company “to enhance the total performance of the supply chain “(Cox, 1999)
the concept of supply chain management is the fruit of fifty years of reflexion.
In 1958, Forrester recognized the need to understand and manage the relationships
between companies of the same channel and the flows that are crossing this channel in
order to improve the performance of the whole channel and reduce the demand distortion
patterns (Mentzer et al., 2001; Power et al., 2001). At this stage the term of supply chain
management did not exist but Vorst states that the latter appeared for the first time in the
logistics literature in 1982 with the article of Oliver and Webber Supply Chain Management:
Logistics catches up with strategy, Outlook. It seams that in the 1980s traditional
management concepts performed at company level could not satisfy the requirements of low
cost and high quality goods produced thanks to a flexible chain design. Supply chain
management first appeared in the logistics literature because managers realized that
cooperation between buyers and suppliers could enhance the efficiency of material flow
since inventory was lowered through just-in-time for instance and consequently gives a
competitive advantage to those who create strategic partnerships (Tan, 2001; Vorst et al.,
2007).
Logistics and supply chain management were not well distinguish until 1998 when Council
of Logistics Management defined logistics as
“that part of the supply chain process that plans, implements and controls the efficient
flow and storage of goods, services, and related information from the point of origin to
the point of consumption in order to meet consumers’ requirements.”
Thanks to this definition logistics becomes a part of supply chain management and we
realize that supply chain management is more than just bringing the right product at the right
place in the right time.
The objective of supply chain management is to obtain competitive advantage in order to
bring profitability to chain partners at a higher level than if they would work separately without
implementing global supply chain coordination. So according to Mentzer et al. (2001) supply
chain management is defined as
“the systemic, strategic coordination of the traditional business functions and the tactics
across these business functions within a particular company and across businesses
within the supply chain, for the purposes of improving the long-term performance of the
individual companies and the supply chain as a whole.”
Business functions are also called business processes which Davenport (1993) defines as
being a “structured and measured set of activities designed to produce specific output for a
particular customer or market.”
Lambert and Cooper (2000) give a useful representation of supply chain design, the
different flows and various business processes that are crossing the chain (Figure 16). As
seen on Figure 16 the partners in a supply chain are crossed by a product flow and share
information. Each company of the chain has different departments such as purchasing,
production, or finance and manages business processes such as demand planning. The aim
of supply chain management is to manage continuously through the whole chain key
business functions.
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Source: Lambert and Cooper, 2000

Figure 16. Integration and Management of business processes across the supply chain
Management

As explained before supply chains exist as such because they emerge whenever three or
more organizations come into business. However supply chain management requires efforts
from the different entities to control and administrate the whole supply chain. In order to
understand in a better way both concepts of supply chain and supply chain management we
can compare the former to a river. If we imagine this river crossing several countries, which
are the representation of companies in this analogy, we can state that the river exists per se
whenever the river crossed countries see the importance or not to manage the flow and
supply of water in all countries. But if the countries recognize the need to manage this
resource in order that all of them benefit it and put into action a global strategy involving all
countries we can compare this to supply chain management (Menzter et al., 2001).

3.4 Level of integration of business functions
At the end of our study we are eager to show the level of integration found in farming
companies. We will rely on the four-stage evolutionary path depicted by Stevens (1989).
Stage 1 consists in the baseline. The company’s functions are not integrated and each
department is working without coordination with the others.
Stage 2 is called functional integration. Cost reduction constrains the company to better
materials and distribution management.
Stage 3 represents internal integration and deals essentially with logistics management. The
company acts like one body. Overall efficiency and customer demand responsiveness are
two main objectives.
Stage 4 is reached when external integration between chain members becomes reality. This
is supply chain management. The company manages its business processes internally and
externally. The chain becomes customer oriented and partners work conjointly in a trusting
environment.
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Although we adopted a SCM approach it does not mean the companies studied reach
external integration. The four integration levels described by Stevens (1989) will help us to
characterize farm companies. SCM is a systemic approach which provides us a framework
so as to analyse the individual business, its environment and the relations it has with
members of its industrial context (Woods, 2004).

3.5

A Supply Chain Management Framework

First step in the comprehension of the success of farming companies is the mapping of the
supply chain. In order to achieve this task we have to describe the network structure of the
supply chain, then to understand how the different key business processes are linked in
farming companies, at individual level, and between partners, at a systemic level. Finally we
will look how management components influence the integration of the supply chain. We
adopted the supply chain management framework proposed by Lambert and Cooper (2000).
This approach seamed to be the most global to evaluate the elements which make farming
companies so successful in South America. Vorst et al. (2005) adds another element to
characterize supply chain framework namely chain resources. Figure 17 shows the four
elements which are necessary to describe and analyze a supply chain. However the system
would not be fully understand without the awareness of chain objectives, which shape the
whole supply chain pattern and are the source of chain performance measures.

Source: Vorst et al., 2005. Adapted from Lambert and Cooper, 2000)

Figure 17. Supply Chain Management Framework

Network structure analysis of the Supply Chain
Lambert and Cooper (2000) propose a conceptual framework of SCM (Figure 17) and
suggest separating the analysis of the dimension “network structure” into three elements.
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Firstly it is necessary to identify the supply chain members. According to the flow they are
involved in, various categories of partners emerge. Some members are implicated in the
production flow such as field work companies, in our study, but others are partners in the
financial flow such as banks for instance. All the organizations which are directly or indirectly
linked to farming companies have to be identified so that the complexity of the network can
be determined.
Then it is necessary to define, what Lambert and Cooper (2000) call, the ‘structural
dimensions of the network’. This step consists in determining the number of tiers in the
supply chain (horizontal structure) and how many partners are participating in each tier
(vertical structure). The horizontal dimension gives us the length of the supply chain by
identifying the suppliers of the company studied, the suppliers of the suppliers, etc, whereas
the vertical dimension tells us the breadth of the supply chain. The focal company may have
three suppliers in tier 1 or twenty. Depending on the number of tiers the complexity of the
supply chain varies and depending on the number of suppliers within tier 1 (e.g.) a
partnership or price based strategy will be indicated.
Finally types of links between members of the chain are fundamental to analyze since key
suppliers or customers will be that way determined. Category of intercompany relations is
dependent on the business process they are sharing. If two companies of the channel are
crossed by the same need to plan demand it is important to integrate and to manage this
business link. Consequently a managed process link will appear which means that the focal
company – in this study farming companies – will give a special attention to the relationship it
keeps up with customers from tier 1 for example. However within tier 1 the focal company
does not manage identically all the existing relationships it has with customers. In fact there
are customers or more generally members of the supply chain that are critical for farming
companies and so, close, managed links are created. The other category of intercompany
relationships is called monitored process links. In this case the business process shared is
not critical for the focal company and the latter simply audits its partner. Then, not-managed
process links are listed as being a type of business process link. This category refers to
business processes that do not have to be integrated and managed. For instance, farming
companies need basic office supplies and have specific suppliers for this purpose but won’t
manage their relation with this type of suppliers. Lastly non-member process links are
distinguished. The latter are relations between the focal company and a member of another
supply chain that has indirectly an impact on the focal company’s SC performance, for
instance, two companies of different SC that are competing to get specific customer’s
contract. Previous explanation is illustrated in the following Figure.
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Source: Lambert and Cooper, 2000

Figure 18. Supply Chain Network Structure and Types of intercompany links

As described by Lambert and Cooper (2000) the notion of network structure is a
characterization of the supply chain through the identification of chain partners and their
relations. Nevertheless the description of the supply chain is symptomatic of the channel
choices that have been made and consequently the channel strategy implemented. This
aspect of channel choice is a key dimension for Ruben (2007).
Marketing channels are depicted by Larsson (2005) as “those interdependent organizations
involved in the process of making a product or services available to end users”. Trade
channels and distribution channels are synonyms for marketing channels and so is the
concept of supply chain.
This notion of channel choice refers to the marketing channel strategy implemented by a
company which is not explicit in the concept of “network structure” developed by Lambert
and Cooper. In other words making channel choices allude to the determination of the best
way to reach the market which is a key aspect of marketing strategy. The other fundamental
aspect of marketing channel is the selection of the “right channel intermediaries” so as to
build the most effective channel of distribution (Larsson, 2005).
So the combination of the dimensions “SC network structure” and chain objectives will help
us to bring up the marketing channel strategy applied by farm companies and how they
contribute to their success since “building a supply chain has been demonstrated to be just
as critical to the success of the industry as establishing adequate agronomic and pestmanagement practices” (Woods, 2004).
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Key supply chain processes
Previously we listed the different relationships which exist between companies based on
the business processes that are shared by them. Some business processes are critical and
since supply chain management is the strategic and global coordination of those there is a
need to identify key business processes. Lambert and Cooper (2000) quote in their article
Issues in Supply Chain Management the eight key supply chain processes identified by the
Global Supply Chain Forum. Those business functions are shown in Figure 16 and described
in Table 8. All those business processes are performed at business level but SCM “deals
with total business process excellence [which means that] business processes become
supply chain business processes” (Lambert and Cooper, 2000).
Table 8. The eight key business processes (Adapted from Lambert and Cooper, 2000)

SCM management components
Management components permit the execution of business processes. Lambert and
Cooper (2000) divide the former into two groups. The first group lists physical and technical
management components which are tangible factors. The second group classifies
managerial and behavioural component which are intangible elements (Table 9). So the first
group is easy to determine during field work since, for instance, planning methods are
existing or not. However the second group is more demanding and abstract to assess
because of intangible nature of the components. This requires during field work a deeper
observation of the relation between employees for example to determine if there exists a
corporate culture stimulated by the managers.
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Table 9. Fundamental Managements Components (Adapted from Lambert & Cooper, 2000)

Chain resources
Vorst et al. (2005) adds to Lambert and Cooper’s conceptual framework (2000) another
dimension called chain resources. Company’s resources are people, machines and ICT
(Information and Communication Technologies). These resources highly contribute to the
management of the supply chain because ICT are the tools enabling the communication of
information and so permit efficient coordination whereas people are the executers of
management strategies and the first source of information. Nevertheless on the other hand
these resources have to be efficiently managed so as they contribute to the success of the
company.
So the conceptual framework of supply chain management regroups four elements which are
interlinked: (1) Network Structure, (2) Key Business Processes, (3) Management
Components and (4) Chain resources. To this model Vorst adds (5) Chain Objectives and (6)
Chain Performance since only thanks to clear objectives a SC can reach high performances.
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Crucial Issues in Chain Management and Chain Performance
Ruben (2007) states that supply chain organization of perishable food products can be
looked at from four different perspectives namely from a channel design point of view, from a
chain governance angle, from a value added distribution aspect and lastly from a quality
prospect.
The concept of channel choice has already be introduced and linked to the concept of
network structure (Section 3.5.1). The three other aspects are governance regime, valueadded distribution and quality performance which are of particular importance in our study.
Indeed governance regime directly refers to the management component of “Power and
Leadership Structure” and is an aspect that will be thoroughly discussed in this study
because relations between partners are determinant for the coordination and integration of
the supply chain. Governance regime also covers the nature of contracts signed between
chain partners. In this study we will discuss more specifically market-specification contracts,
resource-providing contracts and production management contracts. Key et al. (1999) define
market-specification contracts as “pre-harvest agreements that bind the firm and grower to a
particular set of conditions [price, quality and timing] governing the sale of the crop”.
Resource-providing contracts oblige the processor to supply crop inputs […] or credit, in
exchange for a marketing agreement” [and] production management contracts bind the
farmer to follow a particular production method”.
So “SCM provides a framework for the analysis and recognition of power in SC relationships
[but additionally] for the discussion of how to share the value generated by the chain”
(Woods, 2004). Since the value flow is a downstream flow (Cox, 1999) the value-added
distribution flow is an upstream flow that needs to be managed. Chain partners contribute to
add value to a product. Field companies produce the raw material, farming companies
coordinate production, storing organizations stabilize grains’ quality and processors
transform raw material into oil, flour or animal feed. Nevertheless the repartition of chain’s
benefits is an important issue in supply chain management which has to analysed and
evaluated.
Finally quality performance is an important aspect since farm companies produce food
products. The FSCN has to be vigilant about the food quality standards required by
processors and customers. Quality performance is a direct issue of chain performance but
has a direct impact on channel choice since farm companies can choose intermediaries to
store their grains or invest in warehousing facilities.

3.6 Defining success and critical success factors
Formal and informal information sources show that large agriculture companies are
developing their activities in South America. They have been born in Argentina and are now
extending their activities to other countries of South America like Uruguay, Brazil, Bolivia or
Paraguay. Of course not all of them have an objective of internationalisation however the
latter develop a nationally oriented growing strategy.
According to Roh et al. (2005) success can be evaluated by intrinsic performance
measures and extrinsic performance measures. Efficiency and customer satisfaction are two
main factors measured to evaluate the intrinsic success of a company. Extrinsic success is
easily measured by the profitability of the company. To the measure of profitability Yip et al.
(2006) adds the measure of growth to explain the attractiveness of a company. And indeed
those companies are looking for efficiency in order to be profitable and share an ever
growing vision. Growing in agriculture means often to grow in number of land cultivated, in
hectares. But growing means also: developing labels, developing knowledge and developing
alternatives. Success is also measured through performance factors such as growth,
efficiency, customer satisfaction and profitability. Field observations argue that each year
these companies are farming more land, are selling more grains and are attracting more
investors. This makes it possible to affirm that they are successful.
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However stating that farming companies are successful does not explain this success and
the contribution of supply chain management in it. Logically we are willing to determine the
key success elements of those businesses and for that very purpose we, first, have to clarify
the term of Critical Success Factors (CSF’s). Leidecker in 1984 defines this notion as
“those characteristics, conditions, or variables that when properly sustained,
maintained, or managed can have a significant impact on the success of a firm
competing in a particular industry.”
According to the Cambridge Dictionary success is “the achieving of desired results”. So we
see the importance of the previous conceptual framework (Figure 18) that includes chain
objectives. Even if success relates to the achievement of company’s or supply chain’s
strategic objectives there is a need to find performance indicators which will help us to
compare the efficiency (i.e., cost reduction) and effectiveness (i.e., customer service) of a
system (Vorst et al., 2005). Nevertheless relevant critical success factors can be found in
literature.

3.7 Successful Supply Chain Management: Five Key Success Factors
According to Tummula et al. (2006) five major strategic factors are central in the
implementation of a successful supply chain management. The construction of customersupplier relationships is the first fundamental element to reach supply chain efficiency. The
use of information and communication technologies is a second element of importance
which offers communication possibilities and reliability to the supply chain. Then Tummula et
al. (2006) advocates a thorough re-engineering of material flows so as to administrate
correctly and efficiently logistics operations. In parallel to the three quoted elements
corporate culture should be stimulated by senior management at all levels of the company
and the supply chain in order to accomplish successfully the three first strategic factors.
Finally the definition of performance measurements permits to test reality and to evaluate
the fulfilment of chain objectives.
Strategic Issues in Building Long-Term Supplier-Customer Relationship
Achieving a successful supply chain management requires a long-term vision i.e. long-term
objectives and long-term cooperation between chain actors. Evaluating the relationships a
company has with its suppliers and with its customer enables the latter to choose key
members with who a partnership is critical so as to gain a competitive advantage.
Partnerships are difficult to build and maintain since continuous trust and communication are
fundamental. Partners have to be aware of the needs and problems of the others, jointly
solve the conflicts and increase their flexibility in the very purpose of enhancing the whole
chain’s flexibility. Tummula et al. (2006) defines flexibility as “the ability of an organization to
efficiently and effectively adapt to foreseen changes” and emphasizes this aspect, which is
positively correlated to the firm’s overall success.
Meaningful use of ICT
Information and Communication Technologies are defined as “all available technical
facilities and all available knowledge and skills that allow the organisation to use these
facilities for executing business activities, chain processes and communication” (Vorst, et al.
2005). Facilities are composed by tangible resources such as computers or software
whereas knowledge and skills are intangible resources which enable the development of
information strategy, the implementation of proper ICT and their effective use. Data is
introduced in the ‘facilities’ but it is thanks to knowledge and skills that data becomes useful
information. Tummula et al. (2006) states that an “effective use of information and
communication technology is essential in managing a supply chain”.
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Constructive Material Flow Management
Providing the right product, in the right amount, at right time with the appropriate
documentation in the right place constrains companies to invest a lot in distribution networks,
transportation facilities, warehousing, inventory, conditioning facilities, order processing and
monitoring tools, payment monitoring mechanism. All those activities are logistics functions
(See also definition is section 3.2.). Effective management of the flow of materials is a central
success factor (Tummula et al., 2006) and to reach this objective close relations to suppliers
and customers are a decisive factor supported by communication. An illustration is Just-InTime management (JIT) which requires “delivery of perfect parts and services at exactly the
time they are [needed]” (Harland, 1996)
A Common Culture
Tummula et al. (2006) states that the commitment of employees and managers is
prerequisite to successful SCM. So a common culture, common habits and practices in other
words a corporate culture is necessary at company level so as to motivate employees in their
tasks achievement and at chain level in order to give a common environment to all
employees.
Corporate Performance Measures
Performance measures at company and supply chain level enable members to follow the
evolution of their objectives. It is important for the chain partners to know which points they
have to enhance to achieve higher coordination and customer satisfaction.
So Tummula et al. (2006) stresses these five elements as being the five major aspects of
company’s and supply chain’s success. These success factors will be particularly analysed in
our study and one or the other may be an explaining factor of the success of farming
companies.

3.8 Key Performance Measures
Performance Measures
This study is conducted following a supply chain management point of view. Roh’s
performance measures (2005) are based on cost and customer responsiveness. Both factors
have largely been used to assess supply chain performance as seen in Table 10.
Table 10. Performance measures in supply chain modeling (Beamon, 1999)
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However Beamon (1999) states that these elements are not adequate to measure supply
chain’s performance. Indeed four characteristics of effective performance measures exist:
- Inclusiveness,
- Universality,
- Measurability, and
- Consistency.
Inclusiveness expresses the need to find measurement factors which assess all pertinent
aspects of supply chain. Universality permits to use these factors in variable situation, in
various companies and industries. Measurability implies that the selected factors can be
determined in reality and finally consistency indicates that measures have to be in agreement
with the objectives and goals established by the company and/or the chain partners. So,
according to Beamon (1999) measuring only cost and customer satisfaction is incoherent
with business reality since companies are submitted to an uncertain environment and have
other goals than pure cost reduction. Consequently Beamon (1999) gives a new framework
for performance measurement based on three categories of variables: resources measures,
output measures and flexibility capabilities.

Resources measures permit to determine how efficient resources are used in
the company and across the SC since resource management is critical to profitability
which is clearly one of the goals of companies.

Output measures give not only, an indication of quality and quantity of
products that are produced but also an indication of customer satisfaction.

Flexibility corresponds to the ability of the company and/or SC to react to
market fluctuation.
The last element is a measure of the potential of a company and/or a SC to behave when it
is confronted to changes. However it can be quantified thanks to measures like volume
flexibility (adeptness to demand fluctuation) or delivery flexibility (capacity to deliver when
delivery dates are changed).
Table 11 summarizes several chosen performance indicators used to assess specifically
farming companies and their SC’s performance.
Table 11. Performance Measures Adapted to Farming Companies

Source: Adapted from Beamon, 1999
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Performance indicators have been chosen according to the key success factors mentioned
in section 3.7. The combination of performance measures such as inventory level, equipment
utilization and quantity produced examine material flow management. Supplier-customer
relationships are evaluated through customer responsiveness and production quality. ICT are
resources and measured through their utilization level. The success factors of common
culture and corporate performance measures are not categorized by Beamon (1999) and
showed in Table 11 because they are neither a resource nor an output. However they will be
studied through the description of chain management.
Correspondence between performance measures and SCM framework
Beamon’s attempt (1999) to give “a new framework for performance measurement”
coincides perfectly with the SCM framework described previously. The performance measure
category ‘Resources’ corresponds to the dimension ‘Chain resource’ in the SCM framework
since it measures the resources available in the company and/ or the SC but it corresponds
also to the key business process ‘Demand management’.
The performance measure category ‘Output’ is conform to the key business processes
‘Customer service management’, ‘Order fulfilment’ and ‘Returns’. Moreover ‘Output’ is in line
with the management component ‘Planning and Control Methods’. Table 12 lists the
similarities between performance indicators and SCM framework based on the descriptions
made in Table 8, 9 and 11. The correspondence between the chosen performance
measurement framework and the SCM framework validates the use of the former.
The elected performance indicators will help us to test the efficacy of farming companies.
Table 12. Coherence between Performance Indicators and SCM Framework
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3.9 Conceptual Framework of the Research

The Six Dimensions of SCM

Chain Objectives

Network Structure

Chain Business
Processes

Critical Elements

• Strategy
• Mission
• Long-term Vision

• Members of the Network
• Structural Dimensions
• Marketing Channel Design

• Customer Relationship
Management
• Demand Management
• Commercialization
• Procurement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Company’s Structure
Governance Regime
Planning & Control
Risk & Reward Management
Value-added Distribution
Culture

Chain Resources

•
•
•
•
•

ICT Utilization
Capital Utilization
Land Utilization
Employees Management
Facility Structures Utilization

Chain Performance

•
•
•
•
•

Quality Performance
Customer Satisfaction
Equipment Utilization
Costs
Flexibility

Feedback

Chain Management

Figure 19. First Part of the Conceptual Framework

The six dimensions of SCM defined by Vorst et al. (2005) are the keystone of our subject
approach and thanks to literature we highlighted relevant elements for our study linked to
each dimension. However for readability reasons we could not integrate to previous
framework the interconnections which exist between the dimensions of network structure,
chain business process, chain management and chain resources. The interconnection of the
four dimensions are also an element affecting success. The following picture is a
complement of Figure 19.
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Success Factors
related to
Network
Structure
Success Factors
related to the
interconnection
of the four
dimensions
Chain Objectives

Success Factors
related to Chain
Management

Success Factors
related to Chain
Business
Processes

Success Factors
related to Chain
Resources

Figure 20. Second Part of the Conceptual Framework
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Chain
Performance

The two previous figures form the conceptual framework of our study. This framework is
the connecting thread of our subject approach. It is derived from the literature we presented
before and is directly connected to the supply chain management framework proposed by
Lambert and Copper (2000) and adapted by Vorst et al. (2005). Indeed we chose to have a
supply chain management approach since it is a holistic approach of company’s individual
functioning and netchain management (supply chain and network analysis).
Network companies and pools de siembra have not been studied in previous researches and
local actors and researchers in South America are eager to understand how they deal with
business processes and how they manage their network. So a systemic analysis is required
and the supply chain management approach will help us to draw a global picture of those
companies and explain their success.
Five dimensions of the supply chain management framework of Vorst et al. (2005) are the
basis of our research questions:
1. What are chain objectives?
2. How can network structure explain network companies’ success?
3. How can the management of business processes contribute to their success?
4. Which particular chain management makes them successful?
5. How does resources management influence the success of network companies?
6. How does the combination of the four previous mentioned elements lead to success?
Each dimension is linked to possible success factors which are measurable and will be
discussed so as to clarify their contribution to the success of these companies.
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4. Research design

4.1 Research Process
The study proposed in this paper is a qualitative research and we based the research
process on Giordano’s book (2003) Conduire un projet de recherche. Une perspective
qualitative (Leading a research project. A qualitative perspective).
Qualitative researches are opposed to quantitative researches even if quantitative data (like
profits, costs, sales, production) can be collected in the former one also. Quantitative
researches are performed in an experimental setting whereas quantitative researches are
performed in a precise context, which can not be modified or decided. The experimental
environment in qualitative researches is the economical, political and/or social context of the
subject treated.
In our case we are studying specific companies producing commodities in their environment
which is South America. Besides qualitative researches can be used to study one particular
case whereas quantitative researches need a representative sample size.
However common steps in the research process can be defined and we used them as a
research guide in our study in order to structure our approach of the subject. The following
pattern redraws this approach.
Different steps in
research process

the

1) Is there a need for
research?

Description of the research process

•
•

Building
up
the research
process

Communicate
about
the
research

Changes in agriculture in South America justify the need
to know better the companies which are the main
drivers of these changes.
There is a local need to understand farming companies’
way of action.

2) Conception of the study

•

Main Research Question & Sub-questions based on the
Six Dimensions of SCM (Lambert et al., 2001)

3) Implementation of the
study

•
•
•
•
•

Development of the Research Design based on
literature: Conceptual Framework from Lambert &
Cooper (2001)
Interview Guide Conception
Determination of a Sample of ‘Network Companies’
Data Collection in Uruguay & Argentina
Data Encoding and Processing

4) Analysis

•
•

Results’ Presentation in Uruguay
Results’ Validity

5) Diffusion of the Work

•
•

Final Document in shape of a Master Thesis Work
It contributes to knowledge enhancement because
network companies have not been studied until now.
Feedback from local people: Researchers, Companies
in Uruguay & Argentina

•

Figure 21. Holistic Process Research (Adapted from Giordano, 2003)
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The demand from local researchers to study farming companies emerged during an
internship performed in Argentina in July and August 2007. Local actors have been
observing changes – such as agronomical methods modifications, production area transfer,
agri-business’ actors eviction – in the agricultural landscape for the last decade, and
identified farming companies as being responsible for those transformations. So the lack of
information concerning those commodities producers led to the need to clarify their
functioning and their relations with suppliers and customers.
The second step consisting in the conception of the study has been realised between
January and March 2008 in Europe. We defined our main research question and subquestions based on literature. A part from the third step (Research design) were also
performed before leaving for Uruguay and Argentina.
The implementation of the study (step three) has been performed from April to July 2008 in
Uruguay and Argentina. Thanks to local researchers we finalized our interview guide.
Although the interview guide was based on the supply chain management framework of
Lambert and Cooper (2000) we could better adapt critical elements of literature to our study
through the comprehension of the activities of farming companies. Before the beginning of
our field work we did know very little about these companies and their functioning. Thus
talking to local researchers, local political actors, agronomists, and reading newspapers and
documents gave us a better inside of their activities and the impact of the economical and
political context on farming companies. This enhanced our perception of the research
process.
According to Girodano (2003), qualitative research often leads to complex situation where
research approach has to be validated at each step and modified if needed because reality
changes our perspective of a subject and the context of a subject influence its perception.
So in our case the questions of the interview guide became more precise after the first
interviews of network companies. We better identified critical questions. Moreover the
sample size changed and we tried to visit more network companies as initially planned to
enhance study’s validity.
More specifically step four (analysis) was realised during a meeting day with experts during
which results were discussed and other complementary research projects were proposed.
Finally literature review, methodology and results are compiled in this work in the shape of
an academic thesis. The diffusion of this study will be made thanks to published articles and
feedbacks to companies and local actors in 2009.

4.2 Overall Picture of the research Approach
Now that we described the different steps in our research process we summarize in Figure
22 the global approach that we had from our project.
The agriculture context in South America led us to study farming companies which are
successful firms since they are gaining production area each year. As a consequence our
main research question consists in exposing their key success factors based on the literature
of supply chain management. This field of management provides us with the useful
framework of supply chain management from Lambert and Cooper (2000) – adapted by
Vorst et al. (2005) and already discussed in Figure 17 – which is the backbone of our study
and base of our research questions.
Research approach is following the conceptual framework from Figures 19 and 20 founded
on the six dimensions of supply chain management described by Lambert and Cooper
(2000) and the performance measures found in literature (Beamon, 1999).
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Research methodology consists in case studies and data were collected thanks to
interviews, field observations and document reading.

Main Research Question
Key Success Factors of
Companies
Theoretical Subject
Successful Supply Chain
Management

Context
Changes in the traditional
farming framework in South
America
Empirical Subject
Network Companies

Research Questions
What are chain objectives?
How can network structure explain network companies’ success?
How can the management of business processes contribute to their success?
Which particular chain management makes them successful?
How does resources management influence the success of network companies?
How does the combination of the four previous mentioned elements lead to success?

Conceptual Framework
•
Supply Chain
Management Framework
•
Netchain Analysis

Methodology
•
Case Study
•
Field Observation
•
Interviews
•
Delphi like Method with
Local Experts

Design
After a literature review and the design of the
interview guide the 4 months field work
began. Data were collected and treated.
Results have been discussed and research’s
diffusion will follow.

Figure 22. Overall Scheme from the Research Process

4.3 Case Study Methodology
Case study is a method developed in a qualitative research framework. According to Ellram
(1996) “case studies focus on holistic situations and in real life settings, and tend to have set
boundaries of interest, such as an organization”. So the case study methodology seemed to
be an adequate approach since this study proposes to examine how and why farm
companies are successful. The objective of this research is explanatory and Ellram (1996)
states that an appropriate methodology so as to fulfil this objective is case study (Annex 3).
The purpose of this study is to understand in depth the functioning of farming companies.
Nevertheless we did not concentrate our investigation on only one case study like it was
initially planned. From beginning on we planned to go to South America and meet farming
companies in order to get the inside of their functioning but our first thought was to
concentrate on one firm (firm A described later on in Tables 14 and 15). The main reason for
studying one farming company was that, until March, we had only one contact with this type
of companies and this contact was in company A.
However after our interviews in company A and a debate with local experts we came to the
conclusion that company A was not representative of farming companies due to its positive
work practices. In this last remark we see the impact of context over our study. Indeed,
because local actors and experts have a negative vision of farming companies and because
company A was performing well and is recognised as being “agronomically” and ethically
“not bad” experts pushed us to widen the study to other cases. Without extending sample
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size, local actors, who are the first interested people in our study, would not have recognized
our results. They would have oppose the argument of sample representativeness and state
that results are not generally applicable to all farming companies.
This flexibility in methodology is only allowed in qualitative researches where all parameters
can not be controlled and where adaptation is the key (Giordano, 2003).
As a consequence sample selection continued during field work. It is the so-called snowball
methodology. Thanks to local researchers we identified other farming companies and
contacted them. Without the support of local actors we could not have get in those
companies. Local researchers gave us some characteristics of the company we were trying
to interview and contacts.
Contacts to organizations A, B and E have been given by researchers from the Facultad de
Agronomía de Paysandú (Uruguay). Contact to organization F has been given by A. B
introduced us in companies G and C and C recommended us to D. During our investigation
in F we met J and K and got contacts in H and I.
H
I
A

F

J
K

C
Local
Researchers

D
Legend:

B

Has given contact to
Organization in Uruguay

G
Organization in Argentina

E

Figure 23. Network of contacts which guided us towards interviewed farming companies

It is worth mentioning that companies A, C and F were willing to help us to find contacts in
other companies and had enough trust to recommend us. Although companies A, B, F and G
are used to communicate with researchers and media all interviewed companies were eager
to answer public criticism into opening their doors. However we also contacted other
organizations which did not want to receive us because they did not want to communicate
corporate information neither to public nor to researchers. This methodology point is of
importance because it had an impact on the sample determination. The most ‘open’
companies agreed to participate to our study and the others refused.
Finally 81 in-depth interviews in 11 companies have been conducted with employees
and/or managers. We chose to perform as much interviews we could with employees of
different departments of the company and managers in order to highlight common pattern
and differences between the companies. It is the first time farming companies are taken as a
group of new actors in the agri-sector and studied as such. Thus we wanted to study enough
companies so as to give a global representation of this group.
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Case study protocol
Giroux (2003) proposes a scheme resuming the different steps necessary to collect and
process information. We adapted this scheme to our study and followed it.

Negotiations to get
in: First Contacts to
farming companies

Interviews
With
Experts
and Local
Actors

Data Collection

Documents

Interviews
In
the
companies

Documents
Observations

Each interview has been
written down in shape of
a report

Observations have been
written
down
and
compared

Demanding situation
to understand the
political
and
economical
environment

Notes and Thoughts
have been discussed
with local experts

Data Encoding

Analysis

Confrontation
to Experts

Return to the
theoretical
framework

Results

Figure 24. Case Study Protocol

Negotiations to get in
Our contact network gave us the opportunity to firstly communicate with farming companies
through the intermediary of company’s CEO, or the Human Resource Manager, or an
agronomist of the organization. Our first contact in companies A, C, E, F, G and J was their
CEO. The Human Resource Manager was our contact in organization B. Agronomists were
our contacts within organizations D, H, I and K.
However having a contact does not mean the company lets you in. We negotiated our entry
into explaining our research project by sending a short research proposal (See Annex 5) and
by exchanging e-mails and phone calls.
At this stage we tried to create an environment of mutual trust. Companies looked for reliable
researchers who will not divulgate confidential information and the researcher wanted to
come to reliable information. This aspect of reciprocal trust is crucial in case studies in order
to get authentic and confidential information from employees and senior management
(Giordano, 2003).
Data collection
Case study is a qualitative research method and this type of researches uses different data
collection techniques. According to Ellram (1996) data collection is a fundamental step of
research process since the information collected is the basement of the validity of the study.
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So to enhance study’s reliability we chose to use different data collections techniques to
study the same phenomenon namely farming companies. This simultaneous utilization of
different information gathering techniques is called triangulation. All the possible techniques
which can be used in case study methodology are synthesised in Annex 4. We used direct
observations through unstructured observation and participant observation, indirect
observations thanks to audio recording and self-reporting, and interviewing with unstructured
and structured interviews.
So after head’s executive agreement we went to the company to meet employees and
learn about company’s functioning. The schedule of our visits is described in the following
Table. Companies A, B, F and G are the largest companies we saw. This explains the time
we spent interviewing employees in those companies.
Table 13. Schedule of Field Work



Data collection techniques used

Firstly direct observations were performed because we went to the company’s bureaus. We
went to the principal office of companies A, B, C, E, F, G, H and J. This observation
contributed to our first impression of the company since we could feel work atmosphere
through room’s disposition, furniture, material used in the office, welcoming.
Then we met company’s staff and began interviews. The latter were performed at the work
place of the interviewed employees in order to create with each employee a comfortable
environment and translate in acts our need to understand their work and not to evaluate this
work. Every interviewee was informed by us from our project and the aim of our study.
Moreover it was clearly said that our goal was the comprehension of company’s processes
and not a judgement of company’s activities. In addition we insured all interviews the
information given would stay anonymous and for our project’s purpose only.
Interviews were based on conversations (unstructured interviews) and following a
questionnaire which is more an interview guide (structured interviews) (See Annex 6). All the
interviews have been recorded, written down and form an important collection of knowledge.
The interview guide that we developed before our first interviews and ameliorated
continuously was the essential tool of the data collection step. Although we had with head
executive only conversational interviews we always kept in mind the questions resumed in
the interview guide.
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The interview guide has been adapted to the employee we were talking to. Indeed we
experienced that agronomists, for instance, did not know the detailed processes performed
by the commercialization department. On the other hand employees from the
commercialization area could not explain deeply the production planning process performed
by agronomists. As a consequence the interview guide which encompasses all the activities
of the company was partially answered by each employee. Nevertheless before visiting a
company we had three main goals:
 Firstly, we wanted to gather a maximum of information from all interviewed employees
and managers,
 Secondly, we had to guarantee the reliability of this information and to that end we
used triangulation and repetition since we asked several times the same questions to
different company members,
 Finally our last goal was to be able to draw a global picture of the company at the end
of our visit by answering each question of our interview guide although each employee
could answer only a part of it. This was the synthesis of the visit.
Participant observations were performed during meetings to which we could assist and
during excursions with agronomist when they went to field. These field visits are a useful tool
to gather information because employees are outside of the usual company environment and
may feel freer to talk. Those interviews have not been recorded due to the context (outdoor
conversations, car movements, noise, breaks) but have been summarized later on and
coincide with the information collected “indoor”.


Interview guide (Annex 6)

The interview guide we developed is divided in ten main parts and is linked to our
conceptual framework (Figure 19 and 20).
 First part of the questionnaire is a general presentation of the interviewee and his
activities within the firm. This way we could connect with the employee and learn about his
background.
 Then, the second part reveals chain management through questions about the culture of
the company, its organization, planning methods and human resource management.
 Thirdly we highlight the dimension of network structure by identifying company’s chain
partners.
 The business processes ‘Demand management’, ‘Commercialization’ and ‘Customer
relationship management’ are central in the fourth part.
 After we focus on the aspect of governance regime in part five since we asked specifically
about the firm-chain partners’ relationships and in part nine where we asked about the
relations between firm and non members (e.g. competitors).
 Section seven embraces the aspect of quality control and traceability.
 Finally part eight stresses the facet of risk management since it appeared to be a
fundamental management component of these companies and part ten examines how
rewards and value-added distribution is decided.
Questions concerning chain resources and their management do not have a particular
section but are spread out all along the questionnaire.
Chain objectives and chain performances were further discussed with senior management
and CEO during unstructured interviews.


Experts’ opinion

Additionally to these interviews in companies we developed a Delphi like method which
consisted of having regular confrontation between the information gathered within companies
and the vision of experts following the evolution of the agriculture sector. Those experts are
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investigators in public institutions in Uruguay and other researchers from French
organizations.
Data encoding
Interviews were audio-recorded and have been written down. This is a long but necessary
work for two reasons. First of all we heard again daily information, could order and
synthesize it. Besides this methodological process these audio-recorded interviews are exact
information and are not distorted by comprehension errors since all interviews were
conducted in Spanish.
We chose not to divulgate these interviews since employees and company managers were
assured of information confidentiality.
Table 14 summarizes the number of interviews performed in each company and which
functions are represented by them.
Analysis
We collected from the eleven case studies a large volume of data and this information had
to be processed. Ellram (1996) recommends open coding to “break down case study data in
order to analyze, conceptualize, and develop categories for the data”. Annex 7 shows an
example of open coding developed in the framework of our case.
Besides this coding technique the first results have been discussed with experts during a
meeting end of July 2008, just before leaving South America. Once more it was useful to
confront experts’ opinion with collected information since they gave us topics of special
interest from their point of view such as governance regime of the chain.
Table 15 gives a broad outline of companies’ characteristics. Organizations E and K do not
rent the majority of the land they farm and that is why we will not discuss them in this paper.
We target hereby companies that mainly farm rented land. This decision was made since the
main characteristic, which is also commonly accepted by local actors in South America, is
that farming companies (also called network companies) rent the large majority of the land
they cultivate.
Table 16 shows the size of each studied company in terms of farmed area.
Eventually we return to the theoretical framework in order to present results and discuss
them in the following part.
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Table 14.Numbers of interviews performed during field work and functions interviewed
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Table 15. Characteristics of the 11 companies visited between April and July 2008
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Table 16. Farmed area and average parcel size of the 9 studied network companies
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5. Results: Impact of the Context on Chain Objectives

5.1 Local concerns about Network Companies
Network companies are profit making companies stating to work within the scope of
sustainability - economical, environmental and social sustainability. These three dimensions
of sustainability are the three pillars of their announced objectives. This result is similar in the
nine studied cases.
This position towards sustainability is an important communication tool to answer public
criticism because, generally, people in Argentina and Uruguay are afraid of the impacts of
farming companies.
The nine cases we present are companies which managed between 10 000 and 200 000 Ha
during the two harvesting periods of 2007-2008 and projections for 2008-2009 are even
higher (See Table 16).
 So the first concern related to network companies is the concentration of natural
resources in few huge companies.
 The second issue is related to the utilization of these natural resources e.g. soil and water.
The protection of the environment is not well defined neither in Argentina nor in Uruguay by
governments, and, according to our experts, laws are insufficient to protect natural
resources. So another issue is the impact of network companies on environment.
 The last issue people are worried about is the social effect of network companies upon
social networks because actors of agribusiness are evicted from market e.g. farmers, small
input suppliers, advisers.
In Uruguay an additional topic exists since some Uruguayans are dreading the expansion
of foreign (Argentinean) capital in their country across those farming companies. No farming
company has a majority of Uruguayans investors or owners in Uruguay and the issue of
“extranjerización” (Arbeletche et al., 2007) is a sharp topic. Arbeletche et al. (2007) use the
concept of “extranjerización” which means “introduction of foreign capital” to highlight the
question of resource allocation. He asks if it is socially acceptable that half of a land is
managed by foreign funds.
Previous point does not exist yet in Argentina because farming companies are owned by
Argentineans.

5.2 Chain objectives: Communication Tool or Basement for a Corporate
Culture?
The controversial context surrounding farming companies gives a special significance to
communication because network companies have a bad image in Latin America and try to
answer public criticism.
The nine companies we visited communicate strongly with their new employees, with
visitors, with potential investors about their objectives which are written down in form of
company’s mission, vision and values.
They are following a 3P (People, Planet, Profit) line.
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 People
Each company states to place human being as its main concern in order, firstly, to satisfy
co-workers and stakeholders to finally reach sustainability and profit. Managers of F told us
“Cuando el chancho está contento, la gallina está feliz”. It is an expression to illustrate the
management tool consisting in satisfying co-workers firstly because they give their energy for
the company whereas investors give only money and won’t see their live modified by
company’s bankruptcy. So the fundamental resource in a company is not money but people
working in this company.
 Planet
Another written objective for network companies is to develop environmental friendly
practices. For instance G is at the origin of a recycling company which recycles plastics in
Argentina. The nine companies visited assert to implement adequate agronomic practices
such as pesticides and herbicides use, fertilizing scheme, rotation, etc, but agronomists
hardily doubt this assertion and discussion about network companies and their impact on
environment increases in South America.
An attempt to calm down criticism is given by B in Uruguay. B is developing a project with the
university of agronomy to measure its impact on environment and to come up with solutions
to lower negative impact.
 Profit
Of course all companies set as an objective profitability and maximum efficiency to sustain
their activities.
We observed in each company visited a clear line to face public criticism. This line is based
on the 3P philosophy and translated into a global mission and common values.
However this philosophy is not only an artificial communication tool since an overall mission,
a company vision and shared values are the principle of corporate cohesiveness.

5.3 An intangible Success Element: Corporate Culture
Employees’ commitment in these companies is very high, firstly, because they manage a
seasonal business. During harvesting time (from November to February and from April to
July) office hours are not counted. Work is concentrated during six months of the year and
employees, agronomists and office employees have to be flexible.
Secondly atmosphere in these organizations is family like. Senior management develops an
environment of fellowship between employees through e.g. team games, sport events,
birthday parties. Employees know each others ‘outdoors’ and share often more than just
work.
Thirdly employees are guided by the values, by the vision of their company. They all agree to
company’s basics and are made aware of these basics since the very beginning of their
recruitment.
Finally senior management is admired and is more considered as leaders than as superiors.
The organizations visited propose a vision and values to their employees so as to create
cohesiveness and as a result company culture emerges. The transmission of company’s
culture is easier in companies C, D, H, I and J, which have less than 40 employees (See
Table 15). The atmosphere is familiar because the number of employees is reduced. Senior
managers are closer to their staff. Problems are easily shared and resolved in these small
units. No resources are allocated to promote company’s culture.
In companies A and B in Uruguay, and F and G in Argentina the situation is different. They
promote their values to employees through small videos, booklets and conferences. We
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observed in F and G introductory weeks for new employees so as to present the company,
its structure, its goals, its values and its characteristics. But more importantly it is a way to
prepare the potential employee to company’s atmosphere and to let him decide if he wants
or not to join organization. F and G manage over 200 employees and hire each week new
staff members. Their growth is exponential but they want to keep a strong company culture
and consequently allocate resources to promote it.
A and B are subsidiary companies, respectively, from F and G, and have the same approach
of culture than their chief companies. Corporate cohesiveness is created between A and F
through exchanges of new employees for example. Staff hired in Uruguay by company A
goes to Argentina to visit F, the central administration. This is a way to create a corporate
culture, which crosses borders.
F and G work with human resource consultants so as to reach, on the one hand, the best
cohesion between employees and company’s objectives and, on the other hand, staff
satisfaction. Indeed the first vectors of the culture of a company are its employees. So G
decided to test the satisfaction of its employees. A survey has been realised by an
independent consulting company to measure employees’ satisfaction. The results of the
survey will be used by G for better human resource management.
F and G are the leaders in the sector of network companies. They farm the most land and
have an important staff to manage. A crucial dimension of these leaders is the corporate
culture they create. This is an element of differentiation, inherent of the firm and difficult to
copy. It is a competitive advantage (Porter, 1985). F and G are leaders in South America and
have a strong corporate culture. A and B are leaders in Uruguay by the impulse of F and G.
Moreover A and B in Uruguay and F and G in Argentina extend their culture to chain
members. Relationships between chain members are built up through time and facilitated
when common values are shared (Tummula, 2006). The corporate culture of A, B, F and G
reaches field work companies and input suppliers. Within this trust relationship field work
companies adapt their practices to farming companies’ demands (e.g. security clothes,
agronomic practices) and input suppliers finance at a high level these farming companies
through a credit system.
Extending the company’s culture of small network companies towards their chain members
is a more difficult task than for the leaders because their power in the chain is reduced
compared to F and G. For example F and G impose to their chain members to work with staff
declared to administration and refuse black payments. F and G have the power to require
this and have the resources to control their chain members. The smaller network companies
(C, D, H, I and J) also state they oblige chain members to work with declared staff but they
do not have means of control.
Culture is a differentiation component and an image conveyor towards chain members,
employees and society. It is often a determinant element for employees to integrate one
farming company rather than another. The attitude of network companies is also crucial in
their relations with society. During field work we identified two radically different attitudes of
network companies, which are not linked to their size. Companies B, C and G show their
presence to people through logos, signs on the land farmed by them, articles in national
newspapers. Companies A, D, F, H, I and J do not communicate that way. These companies
accepted to open their doors to our investigation but are not used to mark their presence.
Managers of F described this attitude as low-profile position.
Thus in an unfavourable context for farming companies some of them decided to follow a
high-profile attitude whereas the others take a low-profile position.
Part of the culture of network companies is the mission they propose to their co-workers.
“In these companies the commitment and enthusiasm among employees seem to come from
a sense of personal attachment to the principles on which the company operates” (Campbell
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et al., 2004). To define the concept of mission Campbell et al. (2004) use four dimensions
namely purpose, strategy, behaviour standards and values, which when they are tightly
linked together, resonate and reinforce each other giving a strong mission. This definition is
illustrated in Figure 25.
Why the company exists?

Purpose

The competitive position
and distinctive
competence

Strategy

What the company
believes in?

Values

Behaviour
standards

The policies and behaviour
patterns that underpin the
distinctive competence and
the value system
Source: Campbell et al., 2004

Figure 25. The Ashridge mission model

Network companies explicitly state to all their stakeholders company’s purpose, values,
and strategy. These elements are different in each organization but they are written down
and can be checked by each stakeholder. Behaviour standards are discussed internally with
employees and guidelines are given to them to decide what to do on a day-to-day basis.
The mission of network companies is even promoted by foundations created by them as
company G did. This foundation supports development project aiming poor local people.
Projects such as school renovation or food support have been promoted. Company G with its
high-profile attitude is the only company having created a foundation. The other companies,
the low-profile ones, act towards local communities but each employee has to participate.
Each employee is a messenger of company’s mission and can help fellow beings. Company
F and its subsidiary A are the leaders of this aspect. These companies develop a very strong
sense of mission amongst their employees and aim towards a higher ideal that promotes
pride and dedication within staff members. The company support development projects too
and part of the annual budget is dedicated to this cause.
Farming companies do not only exist to satisfy all its stakeholders. They identify a greater
purpose and state to work for the development of their country. This makes stakeholders feel
proud of contributing to the company. According to Campbell et al. (2004) “purposes aimed
at higher ideals” [make] it easier to bind the organization together.” Drucker (1973) observed:
“That business purpose and business mission are so rarely given adequate thought is
perhaps the most important cause of business frustration and failure”. Thus mission and
culture are an undoubted success factor in network companies.
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6. Results: Companies’ network structure

6.1 The activities performed by network companies
Land Owner –
Rented Land

Seeds
Suppliers

Sowing

Fertilisation
and
Chemical
Products
Suppliers

Pulverisation

3PL

Harvesting

Silos
Owner –
Rented
Silos

Warehousing
3PL
Commercialisation

Exporters

Legend

Company’s
activities

Internal
Market
buyers

Member
supporting the
activity

Point of involvement
Series of activities

Figure 26. Scheme of the activities realised by network companies

The nine companies we visited, and which are presented in this work, all perform the same
activities in order to produce food commodities (cereals and oilseeds). They:
 plan production (varieties, quantities, fertilization, pesticides and herbicides pulverization),
 manage harvesting,
 sell this production, and
 stock it when necessary e.g. to reach quality standards such as humidity level.
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This overall picture is identical to the activities performed by a traditional commodities
producer. Nevertheless network companies manage all activities without investing in land,
machinery or warehousing facilities. This is a remarkable difference with the traditional
producing pattern in Argentina and Uruguay where farmers own land and machinery, and
perform themselves the production activities.
In network companies:
 Most of the land under cultivation is rented land (80 to 100% as seen in Table 15).
 Field work is performed by third party logistics (3PL) called contratistas in Spanish which
means “under-contract” or field work companies as we will designate them in English.
 Transport is also realised by 3PL since transport companies are contracted to move
production from the field to the storing facilities and to the customers.
 Clients are mainly international exporters like Cargill, Bunge or LDC but production is sold
to domestic industry too, to millers or feed companies.
 On the other side of the supply chain are the input providers, which are mainly
multinational suppliers like Cargill, BASF, Bayer, Monsanto, Syngenta.
Figure 26 is a general overview of network company’s activities and the point of
involvement of chain members. Farming companies produce commodities on rented
land with a high level of outsourcing (field work, storage, transport).
The organization of the production is the core activity of network companies.
 Firstly, land to rent is sought. Land represents the production generator bearing plants.
 These plants form the portfolio of network companies. This portfolio is mainly composed
of wheat, barley, soybean, maize, sorghum, rapeseed and sunflower, and needs to be
distributed throughout the available land.
 Once the plant distribution done, begins field work planning, transport planning, input
purchase planning, financing planning and commercialization planning.
 Production administration follows the evolution of costs and the agronomical steps,
controls field work companies’ performance and manage contracts with landholders.
 ICT are the backbone of the company since data is processed and information is gathered
in a global system.

Human Resource Management
Accountancy
Financing
ICT
Commercialization
Procurement
New land
investigation

Logistics
Planning

Production
administration

Production
Planning

Gross Sales
Support Activities
Primary Activities

Figure 27. Primary and Support Activities of 'producer' companies (Adapted form Porter, 1985)

Primary activity of these companies is managing the production of raw material and support
activities are all the activities necessary to fulfil the primary activity.
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So, primary activities consist in:
 production and logistics planning,
 new land prospect, and
 administration of production, which refers to contract administration, costs evaluation and
practices monitoring.
On the other hand support activities cover the areas that permit the global functioning of the
company e.g. human resource management, daily accounting, global financing, information
systems utilization and/or development, input procurement and sales to customers.
Companies A, B, F and G, the large network companies, are clearly structured as it is
shown in Figure 27. Primary activities and support activities are distinguished and each
activity is contained in a department where trained people accomplish a specific action.
In cases C, D, H and I the situation is different since these companies are smaller according
to their grain production level and number of employees (less than 40 full time employees)
(Table 15). Due to their reduced size, employees are more polyvalent. In H, for instance, one
person is responsible for accountancy, financing, commercialization and procurement
whereas in large network companies one person is in charge of commercialization, another
one of procurement, etc.
In C, D, H and I no department of Human Resources has been identified. Recruitment is
performed by senior management and training planning is informal (developed during
discussions with employees, follows extra-company available courses).
ICT is an outsourced activity in C, H and I, which chose to develop necessary software with
informatics specialized companies.
A part from these structural differences due to distinct company size, Figure 27 illustrates
properly the tasks performed and observed in the nine cases.
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6.2 Two major company organisations: ‘producer’ and ‘producercollector’
Figure 26 is a structure that can be found in each case study. However we identified two
categories of network companies: the ‘producer’ and the ‘producer-collector’ organizations.
The two types of companies made different channel choices because they follow different
strategies. Companies B, C and G are not only producers but perform additionally an activity
of grain collecting and storing. This signifies that companies B, C and G have more members
in their network namely other commodities producers, which can be either farming
companies or traditional producers (See Figure 28).

Land Owner –
Rented Land

Seeds Suppliers
Sowing

Fertilisation and
Chemical
Products
Suppliers

Pulverisation

3PL

Harvesting

Silos Owner –
Rented Silos

Warehousing
3PL

Farmers

Commercialisation

Exporters

Internal
Market
buyers

Figure 28. Structure from the 'producer-collector' company

In these cases support activities and primary activities are slightly different since the
commercialization becomes a primary activity. These businesses are sales oriented and
manage an increased amount of commodities. Indeed they buy products from other
producers and sell it jointly with their own production.
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Figure 29. Primary and Support Activities of 'producer-collector' companies

In our study cases B, C and G are ‘producer-collector’ organizations whereas companies A,
D, F, H, I and J are ‘producer’ organizations. The decision to commercialize grains from third
parties is a strategy choice but has consequences on resource investment and network
structure.

6.3 Impact of channel strategy on storing resources
B, C and G invested in warehousing facilities because they manage a larger amount of
commodities than ‘producer’ companies and because warehousing facilities are lacking in
Argentina and more particularly in Uruguay. The ‘producer-collector’ companies are more
oriented towards commercialization. 60% of the commodities sold by B, C and G are grains
from third parties, their own production represents only 40% of the total commercialization
whereas this proportion in ‘producer’ companies is 100%. B, C and G can not rent all their
silos like the ‘producer’ companies might do it because they manage much more grains than
the latter and delivering all cereals to customers during harvesting period is an impossible
task for three main reasons. Firstly, harvesting periods are concentrated twice a year during
two or three months so thousands of tons of grains have to be processed simultaneously.
Secondly, shipping capacities are insufficient to drain all commodities during this short time
which means that exporters, who are the main customers, can not take delivery of products.
And finally grains have to meet quality standards imposed by customers such as humidity
rate for instance. As a consequence storage is a key element for ‘producer-collector’
companies in order to satisfy:
 third party producers, who need to deliver their production,
 customers, who want to be delivered partially, and
 the own production department of the company since it is also a producing unit.
‘Producer-collector’ organizations manage facilities structures, mainly silos, which are
resources of the company, induced by their strategy orientation.
Their network structure is extended compared to the ‘producer’ organizations’ due to a wider
supplier basis since third party producers deliver the company with cereals. From the point of
view of B, C and G third party producers are not suppliers but customers even if they are
upstream in the raw material flow. In fact those organizations consider that these members
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have to be satisfied as good as customers because they can make business thanks to their
products.
The customer basis of ‘producer-collector’ organizations is also wider than for the other type
of companies because G is able to full a ship with its grains and to export it directly without
passing through multinational exporting companies. So G works with both, exporters and
brokers, who find clients for the commodities shipped by G. Direct exporting represents 10%
of G’s sales.

6.4 Impact of channel strategy on risk management
The channel and activities accomplished by G are more complex and risky than ‘producer’
companies’. G made this channel choice to sustain its strategy targeting a more integrated
chain and a better control of each channel stage.
The number of chain members in case G is higher than in ‘producer’ companies because G
has a larger supplier and customer basis. The activities performed are thus more
sophisticated since more relations to partners have to be managed, different market places
have to be looked at (e.g. foreign markets for direct shipping), shipping has to be controlled,
and riskier since direct shipping means selling commodities CIF (Cost, Insurance and
Freight).
‘Producer’ companies sell cereals FAS (Free Alongside Ship) or FOB (Free On Board) to
exporters, which means that “the passing of risks occurs when the goods pass the ship’s rail
at the port of shipment” (Wikipedia, 2008). Farming companies are responsible for the
transportation of goods to the port of shipment but when commodities are on board the buyer
becomes responsible for the merchandise. If a problem during freight occurs or the final
customer does not pay the responsibility of the exporter is taking into account and it has to
honour payment. Lastly network companies will be paid.
On the opposite companies which sell CIF have to pay for freight and insurance. They are
responsible for goods until the import port and do not have the certainty to be paid because
buyers are in another country and are sometimes less reliable than international exporters.
Table 17. Seller's Payment Responsibility (Adapted from Wikipedia, 2008)

Table 17 indicated the responsibility distribution between sellers (network companies) and
buyers (either international exporters or over-see buyers). “Yes” means that the seller has to
provide the service and “No” indicates that the buyer is responsible for the service.
Selling FAS or FOB puts the risk towards buyers whereas the responsibility of companies
selling CIF is put more downstream and buyers take fewer risks.
Figure 30 describes this shift in risk taking. The ‘producer’ companies A, D, F, H, I and J do
not want to take risks by selling CIF and do not want to manage shipping, which is not part of
their core competencies. They sell their commodities to reliable exporters such as Cargill or
LDC because they know that these companies will pay them. They limit risks and
concentrate on the production activities. It is a strategic choice.
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Figure 30. Transfer of Risk from the Seller to the Buyer (From Incoterms, 2000, in Wikipedia)

On the other side company G takes more risks when it sells CIF and performs direct
shipping but managers of G explained that this strategy produce more value-added than
selling everything FAS or FOB.
B and C are companies established in Uruguay and are not yet able to export directly
because of the reduced amount of commodities they manage. Uruguay is producing 31 times
less than Argentina (See Table 5) and this is the explaining factor for the minor amount of
grains managed by Uruguayans companies. Nevertheless B is a filial of G and
commercialization is realised jointly.

6.5 Impact of channel strategy on logistics resources
G clearly choose a ‘producer-collector’ channel strategy to control the whole chain (from
production to direct export) and to come up with higher value-added. B and C are less
advanced because these companies are 16 years posteriors to G but build also a more
integrated channel than ‘producer’ companies.
B, C and G invested in storage facilities because they are insufficient in Argentina and
Uruguay and they need more capacity than ‘producer’ companies which manage fewer
grains.
Companies A, F, H and I do not own any silos but rent several. B, C and G invested in the
construction of silos not only to satisfy their own storage needs but also to rent parts of them
in different areas of Uruguay (for B and C) and Argentina (for G). A rents silos from company
B and F rents silos from G. B, C and G are also service providers through their collecting
activity.
B, C and G possess another resource, which A, D, F, H, I and J do not have, namely
trucks. This is also a service provided to their third party producers, which are either
traditional farmers or other network companies.
Transport facilities are poor in Argentina and even worse in Uruguay in reason of the rapid
growth of agriculture the last decade, which induced a faster production increase than
storage and transport facilities enhancement. So B, C and G invested in trucks to enhance
their services towards third party producers.
This element is an essential competitive advantage for ‘producer-collector’ companies due to
the fact that farmers and ‘producer’ companies do not want to invest in trucks but need to
transport their production to storing facilities or to customers during harvesting period. As a
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consequence B, C and G, which propose this service, are chosen either as storing facility
provider or client to the detriment of collector, which do not provide this service.
However the fleet of trucks of B, C or G is not that important because during harvesting
90% of the transport performed by the former companies is outsourced to 3PL. This means
that ‘producer-collector’ companies offer a transport service to its clients (third part
producers) but 90% of the transport is carried out in reality by transport companies under
contracts, which’s trips are organized by B, C or G.
This is due to the cost management of network companies. During one visit at B we
observed the decision-making process before purchasing a new truck. Managers calculated
the utilization rate during whole year and decided after whether or not it was necessary to
buy a new truck. During harvesting periods the truck may travel enough hours but this period
is only 5 months long. Besides, additional trucks mean driver hiring. So the decision has
been analysed based on costs and utility calculations. Cost management is certainly found in
every company but is rarer at faming level in Argentina and Uruguay.

6.6 Impact of channel strategy on network structure
The supplier basis
 Tier-1-suppliers
Outsourcing is a common practice performed by the nine companies studied. Even those
which have invested in machinery or trucks do outsource at a large extend.
The production action, i.e. field work, is realised between 85 and 100% by 3PL and transport
between 90 and 100% (See Annex 7).
On the one hand the strategy of farming companies to limit fixed assets obliges them to
outsource but on the other hand outsourcing the field work may be an element of flexibility
since production area can be widened without many investments in machines and staff
recruitment.
Field work companies are logistics providers but it is the network company they work for
that plans their work. For instance when sowing time is beginning, field work companies are
told by network companies where and what they have to sow. Moreover inputs are provided
by network companies.
The position in the channel of these 3PL is upstream network companies and places them at
the level of tier-one-supplier in the network structure.
We are also considering transport companies as tier-one-suppliers even if they are in
reality logistics providers involved in several stages of the production process.
Figure 30 is a picture of the network structure of farming companies.
Then input providers are identified as tier-one-suppliers. The latter are mainly
multinationals but not only. Argentinean suppliers can also form part of supplier base.
Nevertheless common characteristic in the nine cases is that 80% of the global input bill is
going to 20% of company’s suppliers. So, companies have key suppliers easily identifiable
since they share intense commercial relationship.
Aiming at the network structure illustration we added in tier-one-suppliers landholders
because they provide almost the total productive area (See Figure 31).
‘Producer-collector’ organizations have relations with farmers and other farming companies
because they have a storage function and a commercialization function. Moreover in the
cases of G and J we recorded relationships among themselves since G provides J with
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inputs. Thus network companies are not only competing for land but are also partners in
commercialization or procurement.
The previously mentioned chain members (field work companies, transport companies,
input suppliers, landholders and third party producers) form the tier-one-supplier basis.
These members are involved in product flows (inputs or grains).
Additionally to this product flow a financial flow exists. We identified three types of actors.
 First farming companies seek for financing possibilities by their input suppliers and
develop a credit system. The provider delivers inputs but give a delay of 6 months to the
farming company before payment. In this manner the input used, for example, wheat seeds
sowed in May will only be paid in November after harvesting. This type of agreements is
called resource-providing contracts (Key, 1999).
 Financing opportunities can also come from banks by credits e.g. money.
 Finally investors may be interested in investing in the company and injecting funds.
The nine companies under investigation use the input supplier credit system and bank credit.
Regarding the investment opportunities A, B, F, G and H have external investors. C, D, I and
J do have investors but those people are involved in company’s activities such as board
members or company owners.
Finally along the agronomic information flow companies are close to public research
centres in Argentina (INTA) and in Uruguay (INIA or the University of Agronomic Sciences).
B and G often collaborate with research institutes, A and F also but at a lower level. In the
other cases the need to develop knowledge in a research framework was not considered as
being part of core competencies. Companies rather use new knowledge thanks to
conferences, debates and training than generate it following a scientific approach. Farmers
associations are also a place of exchange of information.


Tier-2-suppliers

We could not identify relations between network companies and the suppliers of input
suppliers.
Between machinery or truck manufacturers direct relations exist when the network
company buys equipment. However no strong relationship is developed between them. On
the other hand companies, which do not buy machines or trucks, do not have connections
with these tier-2-suppliers. Field work companies buy machines to the manufacturer they
have chosen and transport companies buy trucks to the provider of their choice. Farming
companies do not recommend a particular manufacturer.
The customer basis
 Tier-1-customers
Network companies sell either on the domestic market or the international market. The
domestic market is formed by feed companies, millers or important livestock units such as
feed lots. In Argentina, another important client on the domestic market is the crusher. Most
of the crushing units in Argentina are owned by the same multinational companies, which
also export grains. They invested massively in this country after the crisis of 2001. The
crushing units of Rosario (Rio de la Plata, Argentina) are the most efficient of the world.
During crushing, grains are processed and from soybean e.g. the obtained products are oil
and cattle-cake. These products are mainly exported and place Argentina at the first rank of
cake and oil of soya producer and exporter (FAO, 2008). In Uruguay crushing units do not
exist so network companies have a customer possibility less.
In Uruguay 95% of soybean grains are exported. So commodities exporters are the main
clients of network companies since, in average, 60% of their production is soybean.
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In Argentina soybean constitutes also 60% of network companies’ yearly production but
clients are either exporters or crushers, which export the processed product.


Tier-2-customers

In the case of G brokers are intermediaries between the company and over-see buyers.
Only in this case we could find connections to tier-2-customers.
Moreover we could find in the channel of G direct connections to millers because G invested
in mill plants and direct connection to livestock units since G developed a partnership with a
livestock fattening group.
In the eight other cases the connection to customers stops after tier-1-customers.
Horizontal structure of the network
The network structure of G illustrates its strategy of building an integrated channel. G
controls production throughout final customers and proposes services (storing, transport, and
commercialization). The position of G in the chain is nearer the ultimate customer.
In cases A, F, H, I and J, company’s strategy reduces the horizontal structure of the network
and changes their horizontal position (Lambert and Cooper, 2000). These companies are
near the original source of supply but are far from the ultimate customer.
We see the coherence between company’s strategy and network structure. The ‘producer’
companies defined their core competency as production organizer whereas B, C and more
particularly G are more commercialization oriented and as a consequence position
themselves more downstream than ‘producer’ organization.
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Figure 31. Supply Chain Network Structure
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7. Results: Resource Combination as a New approach of
Agriculture
In sections 6.3 and 6.5 we analysed storing resources and transport resources of B, D and G
which are following a ‘producer-collector’ strategy.
The other six companies studied do not invest in storing and transport resources but do
invest in other resources such as land or machinery.

7.1 The Value-added of Land
Renting land to produce cereals and oilseeds is a channel choice made by all interviewed
firms. This allows flexibility because:
 land can be rented easily,
 the investment is not that high in comparison with buying land,
 market entry is low, and
 quitting the business in a certain area is facilitated.
Land lease is an easy administrative practice in South America and more particularly in
Argentina and Uruguay therefore renting land is largely used. In addition to this
administrative ease, leasing land is a traditional practice. Indeed farmers have been renting
land for years however not in the form of formal contracts but informal agreements between
the landholder and the land producer.
In spite of the traditional and easy renting system organizations A, C, F, G and J invested
in land and consequently increased their property and so their fixed assets. This is a deep
change of the initial model created in the 90’s based on 0 fixed assets and the separation of
the production business and the landowning business.
To illustrate this change in strategy we will explain in detail case F. Until 2007 F did not own
neither land nor storing facilities nor trucks nor field machinery. So the fixed assets of F were
very low compared to its turn-over since they produced thousands of hectares without the
need to invest massively in land or equipment. But in 2007 strategy changed and F invested
in land because land valorisation in South America increased dramatically the past ten years.
In Uruguay land price nearly tripled between 2002 and 2005 for instance (DIEA, 2008). The
global food demand improvement made agriculture a more attractive business and more
players want to enter the field. Land is becoming rare and is a scarce resource since it is not
infinite. Land is also becoming very expensive therefore several farming companies, like F,
decided to invest in it before loosing the opportunity due to even higher prices. To sustain
this strategy the company had to find capital and these funds came from investors outside
the company. F opened a part of the company to investors.
C also possess land but choose to finance this purchase internally with own funds.
Land is a financial investment for these companies in a context of land valorisation.
However network companies are not real estate businesses since the level of owned land
represents only 10 to 20% of the total area cultivated (See Table 15).

7.2 Investments in Machinery
B, C, G, I and J invested in field machinery. However the pool of machines does not cover
the production needs of these companies and field work companies still accomplish 90 to
99% of the work. Costs management of network companies is the same as in many
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companies and if a machine is not used efficiently it is sold. Hours the machine runs yearly,
maintenance costs, drivers’ costs are precisely summed up and purchase is only made if the
company can recoup the costs of this machine. It is a professional cost management, which
is not used by all small to medium farmers.

7.3 Complete Picture of Network companies’ resources and activities
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Figure 32. Activities, chain members and resources found in farming companies

Constant elements found in network companies are their activities described in Figure 26.
Figure 32 summarizes all possible resources and chain partners. Only ‘producer-collector’
companies (B, C and G) fit to the entire scheme. They have third party producers, who
supply them with grains besides their own production, they invested in silos and trucks
through their collecting function but also possess land.
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In the other cases we found combination of different resources and chain partners. For
instance A owns land but does not own any other fixed assets and does not buy grains from
other farmers.

7.4 Another way of Thinking Agriculture
The nine network companies visited combine variously production resources such as land,
machines, trucks and silos (Table 18).
Table 18. Combinations of activities and resources in the case studies

 In cases A and F, both companies have chosen to buy land in 2007, they rent silos but do
not possess any machines, trucks or warehousing structures.
 B and G invested mainly in storing facilities and trucks. However they chose also to rent
silos and to own land.
 In case D, no fixed assets were identified but the company will buy land in Uruguay next
year.
 Case I is interesting because no land can be found on the balance sheet of the company
but the owners of the company do possess land, which is rented to the company.
This stresses the importance of the separation between the production activities and the
land owning in network companies. Managers from I explained that when land is owned by
the company it is an investment but when land is owned by a family it is an emotional
boundary. For I’s owners creating a company without including their land in the fixed assets
was not only a financial decision but also a family decision. They thought it may be easier for
their children to sell parts of the company than parts of the family owned land, in the future, if
they might need money.
In each case the companies’ owners are descendents from farmers, own land in a private
capacity and rent it to their company. They strictly separate business (the production of
commodities) and their emotional connection to land, which is a radical change in the way of
thinking agriculture. Traditionally the link between the farmer and its land is very strong
because this land does not represent only a production mean but also his history and the
history of his family. A consequence of this may be that decisions are not always taken
rationally and are treated from an emotional point of view. For example selling land to cover
financing needs appears very difficult for traditional farmers. For them it is like selling a part
of them.
Network companies are professional organizations using all available management
methods. Costs are thoroughly administrated and risks are spread out between various
climatic areas. They are not bound on a particular area or specific buildings. They create
flexibility in a realm where flexibility is difficult to reach since the main production resource
namely land is not transferable. This flexibility is clearly a success factor of network
companies in the primary food products industry.
This success factor and its implications will be considered again in the discussion part.
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7.5 Adaptation as a Success Factor
Network companies are farming land, they organize and sell production with a high level of
outsourcing and a reduced amount of property like land or producing equipment. This is a
general description of their activities. However they have different strategies among them
and adapt their strategy to the global economical and social context.
The ‘producer’ companies position their companies upstream near the supply whereas the
‘producer-collector’ companies have also influence on the downstream channel (customer
basis). Thus their horizontal positions and the length of their network are different (Lambert
and Cooper, 2000). Their network is the result of two different business decisions but is
consistent with chain objectives. The objective of ‘producer’ companies is to produce and sell
commodities whereas the objective of ‘producer-collector’ companies is to integrate more the
whole chain until the ultimate customer.
Moreover strategies of these companies change over time and adapt to the context. We
already discussed in section 5 their adaptation to the social context and to public criticism but
they adapt also to a changing economical context. They changed the model they initially
followed based on no investments in fixed assets so as to enter and quit easily market to a
model, still based on outsourcing, but with land and/or facilities property.
Adaptability may be a success factor of these companies but it is also an element of
questioning for local actors in South America. What would happen to local economy if these
companies quit the commodities production market for a more attractive one? We will
consider this point in the discussion part.

7.6 Use of ICT to Sustain Activities: a Success Factor
Awareness of the importance of a meaningful use of ICT
The nine companies we visited managed between 10 000 and 200 000 ha during the
farming period of 2007/2008 (See Table 16). They coordinate several field work companies
and transport companies in different areas. Additionally they plan production, monitor each
parcel, calculate costs and follow the input utilization. They perform accountancy, pay
dozens of suppliers, get payments from customers and plan financing.
Without the development of information and communication technologies network companies
could not reach the size of 200 000 hectares. Without information systems, cell phones and
internet it would be impossible to plan and coordinate production throughout ten thousands
of hectares, in different parts of Argentina or Uruguay, and sometimes in different countries
of South America.
All studied companies use internet, have a website and provide their employees with cell
phones and a company e-mail address. We have to consider that communication means are
very expensive in Argentina and Uruguay. Additionally internet is not available in all parts of
these countries especially in rural areas. Thus, compared to other companies in South
America, network companies efficiently use communication resources.
Moreover they are aware of the importance to have efficient information systems so as to
gather, store and report information. Agronomical and economical information are essential
to the monitoring of business’ activities.
They all use an accounting program to treat economical data and produce the balance sheet.
Accounting programs are available on the market. However the nine companies studied want
to go further and are developing an integrated management system adapted to their
activities.
C, D, H, I and J are developing such a system but as stated by managers of I this is a long
and expensive process. They outsource this development process by working with
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specialized companies. For now the previously mentioned companies work essentially with
Excel files to plan production and production monitoring is gathered in weekly reports written
by the employees in charge of a determined production area. Data is treated several times
by various employees. Consequently information accuracy is decreased and time is lost thus
efficiency is reduced. An integrated management system gathering all information passing
across the company will permit an enhancement of accuracy and efficiency.
Leading Companies in their Use of ICT
The nine case studies are not equal from the ICT perspective. Four companies among the
nine organizations are leaders in the ICT use because they already developed an integrated
information system adapted to their activities and profiles (‘producer’ or ‘producer-collector’
companies). Companies A and B are the largest organizations in Uruguay whereas F and G
are the largest organizations in Argentina. So an efficient use of ICT is a necessity for these
four companies which manage an extended production area.
A benefits from the ICT knowledge of F and B from G since A is a subsidiary of F and B
works in alliance with G. Their use of ICT dramatically contributes to their success since A,
B, F and G benefit from timely and accurate information, which support substantially decision
taking process (Tummula et al., 2006).
Transactional Information Technologies
F and G are companies created in the 80’s and they developed an information system (IS)
program regrouping all information crossing the company thanks to their 20 years of
production experience. A unique computer program covers production and accounting. Each
employee has an individual key to enter the program, has access to specific parts and can
enter or check data. This program plays the role of transactional IT, which are technologies
meant to “acquire, process and disseminate raw data” and to enable the compilation of these
summarized data in reports (Tummula et al., 2006).
The programs developed by F and G can not be found on market and respond to their
increased need to treat accurate data due to their size. Both companies manage over
100 000 ha a year in Argentina (Table 16). F and G have two different systems but both are
based on an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) like system combined to a WMS
(Warehouse Management System) and TMS (Transport Management System).
 Production is planned thanks to information gathered in the system such as land
availability, soil characteristics, and portfolio of plants.
 After harvesting grains are transported. This transport has to be coordinated among the
different available transport companies.
 Grains are either delivered directly to customer or transit through storing facilities. The
company knows precisely the amount and type of cereals and oilseeds that are stored.
 Moreover the information system is merged to an accounting system. Information from
production such as field work companies’ names and hours of work is automatically
transferred to accountancy, which will pay these partners.
Figure 33 is an illustration to show how information from each supply chain member is
collected and stored in a unique system covering all stages of the company.
The IS: fundamental support of activities
In the following paragraph we will give examples of the supporting function of the
information systems developed and implemented by F and G.
Each parcel managed by the network company and its characteristics are loaded into the
system. Physical characteristics such as soil composition, size and location can be found but
also legal information such as owner’s name and the detailed contracting conditions. Two of
these conditions are date and amount of lease to pay to the land holder. The employee in
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charge of the land owner – company relationships easily knows who has to be paid and how
much at a daily rate since compiling payment data is facilitated by the IS. After validation this
information goes directly to the accountancy unit, which will realize the payment.
Field work companies’ characteristics and their work planning are also loaded in the
system. Their work planning is compared to the effectively realised work, which is information
given by the person in charge of the area where the field work company worked in. After
validation the payment order will be send to the accounting unit.
On the other hand the system is a source of control. Field work companies are controlled
because work planning and realised work is compared. Transport companies are controlled
since the planned trip is compared to the realised trip. Additionally trucks’ weights are
controlled before grains’ load and after load. All this information is stored in the integrated
management system and support all the activities performed by the company.
Information about customers and contract conditions are also stored in the information
system. Market specification contracts have conditions such as price, quality and timing
(Key, 1999). The logistics unit needs to know where and when grains have to be delivered in
order to plan and coordinate transport. The global IS compiles the conditions of sales and
send a daily report.
During harvesting period a daily report gather harvesting activities of the previous day. This
report is used to take commercial decisions. Production information such as yields of
soybean in a particular area will help sales people to know the amount of soybean they can
sell in the day. So information from each region in production (See Figure 33) is send to the
IS and used in the headquarters.

Information Flow

Region 1

Region 3

Production Flow
Region 4

Demand Management
Commercialization
Procurement

Customers

Transport Companies

Field Work Companies

Input Suppliers

Land Holders

Region 2

Production
Administration
Logistics
Accountancy & Financing

Figure 33. Information Management
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This integrated management system program is source of:
 Accuracy and as a consequence leads to more transparency,
 Efficiency which is a competitive advantage,
 Control, and
 Support during decision making.
Analytical Information Technologies
Analytical information technologies are also used by network companies to assure the
effective decision making (Tummula et al., 2006).
During the production planning phase A, B, F and G test their production plan with a risk
management program. If the plan is too risky according to the program, which simulates
several commodities prices and climatic conditions, it will not be implemented. This system is
an important tool to minimize risks in a very risky industry because cereal and oilseeds
productions are weather dependent.
Moreover A, B, F and G extend the area they farm each year. We observed that expansion
decisions are taken supported by statistical tools focusing on correlations existing between
productive areas. For instance producing wheat in the West of the province of Buenos Aires
and producing wheat in the East of the province of La Pampa are strongly correlated. This
means that the probability that the same disastrous climatic event destroys production in the
West of Buenos Aires and in the East of La Pampa is high. So these models help managers
to better spread out company’s portfolio throughout production areas and to decide extension
directions so as to limit risks.
Additionally F and G use a Human Resource System to plan training and manage their
staff.
G is even going further and provides the persons in charge of production areas with
electronic pads to load directly data from field. B and G developed an extranet for their
suppliers and customers. Field work companies can see the status of their account, date of
payments and other related information. Customers can enter the extranet to consult
harvesting daily reports for instance.
F and G are leaders in their use and implementation of ICT in South America. They created
a hardly copying resource and for this reason have a competitive advantage (Porter, 1985).
A and B clearly benefit from the competitive advantage of their partners from Argentina. C, D,
H, I and J are developing an integrated management system program but will need two to
four years to implement it.
In conclusion the use of ICT to coordinate activities and the importance given to the
development of ICT obviously contributes to the success of the large network companies.
The next step, stated by managers of F, is the implementation of Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) and business intelligence systems.
F and G need ICT to treat the information generated by the production of over 200 000
hectares and want to keep their competitive advantage. Further ICT will be needed since
they still plan to extend production in the coming years.
Future ICT strategies for network companies
The following matrix summarizes the type of ICT used by leaders and followers. We
already stated that an intensive use of ICT in network companies is a clear strategic
advantage and that the leaders dominate their competitors in this aspect. However to keep
this advantage leaders have to continue the development and implementation of new ICT
such as the use of GPS and EDI. This constant need of innovation is illustrated by arrow 1 in
Figure 34.
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Size

Large
network
companies

Critical
size

Not sustainable business

Leaders

Inadequacy between company’s size
and support activities

 Use of a self-developed integrated
information system
 Use of analytical IT
 Use
of
human
resource
management programs
 Development of GPS use
 Development of EDI

2
3

Followers

 Use of accountancy programs
 Use of Excel to plan production
 No use of analytical IT to support
decisions

1

New type of challengers
 Development of an information
system integrating production, sales
and accounting information
 Use of analytical IT

4

This will lead to:
 Task simplification
 More transparency
 Attractiveness for stakeholders
 Opportunities to diversify (e.g.
multiplication unit)

Small
network
companies
Limited ICT use

High level of ICT use

Figure 34. Network companies’ classification according to ICT use and Size

Followers have three different strategic choices in the future. Firstly they can decide to
grow in terms of land farmed without improving their ICT use (Figure 34, arrow 2). However
this option is not sustainable from our point of view since we define a critical size upon which
it is organizationally impossible to manage all business processes successfully. Looking at
the range of size of the network companies studied (See Table 16) we define critical size at
30 000 ha. Thus followers reaching this size will have to use efficiently the same ICT used by
the leaders at this moment (Figure 34, arrow 3). This means that not only the size increase
but also the ICT development will have to be supported by company’s resources. The last
option is the creation of a new type of challenger (Figure 34, arrow 4). Followers may decide
to avoid direct competition with leaders from a size perspective and concentrate on
improving ICT in order to simplify daily tasks so as to study on diversification opportunities
such as the creation of a multiplication unit. The task simplification and transparency gained
through an adequate IS will attract investors who want to invest in a ‘human size’
professional company.
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8. Chain Management and Chain Business Processes

Lambert and Cooper (2000) identified eight key business processes. However farming
companies do not perform manufacturing flow management since they produce grains and
do not process them. Moreover they do not develop new products. During field study we
observed that network companies coordinate four main business processes namely demand
management, procurement, commercialization and customer management.
Since management components facilitate the execution of business processes (Vorst et al.,
2005) we will combine them in the following section to explain in detail the activities
performed by network companies.

8.1 Demand management
According to Lambert and Cooper (2000) “the demand management process must balance
the customer’s requirements with the firm’s supply capabilities [and attempts] to determine
what and when customers will purchase”.
In the particular context of cereals and oilseeds production customer’s requirements in
terms of supply are always higher than company’s supply capabilities. As a manager of F
explained it to us the cereals and oilseed market is specific since farming companies and
producers know they will sell their production. The issue is the price.
This industry is not comparable to the automobile industry for instance. Cars can have
different colours, different security options and various inside designs. Offer has to
correspond to a particular demand and it is important to forecast this demand with key
customers in order to produce the adequate car model or to implement a pull strategy rather
than a push strategy. In the grain market the variety of cereals and oilseeds commercialized
is limited and customers are always in demand but pay different prices according to the time
of the year and to international market price. International offer and demand will induce price
variation but products always find a buyer. As a consequence we treat demand management
in network companies more from a production perspective. We will evaluate production
planning according to company’s organization capabilities and area increase planning. In this
part we will examine the type of relationships network companies build with field work
companies, transport companies and land owner.
 Production Planning
Strategic Production Planning
Vorst et al. (2005) states that “decision making in organizations is often structured
hierarchically [and that] three levels of logistical management can be distinguished”. Firstly
there is a strategic planning then a tactical planning and finally operations are controlled. We
identified these three levels of production management in network companies.
Strategic planning is a multi-year planning horizon and is performed by senior management
of network companies every year. Managers determine company’s goals and allocation of
resources to reach these goals. The nine companies studied have an objective of area
extension. F, for instance, planned its yearly growth until 2012 and C has a strategic
production planning for five years. Each year previsions are reconsidered according to the
context evolution but capacity determination is generally planned four to five years in
advance. Strategic planning consists also to give the direction the company will take and
some network companies chose another course than area extension. As an example we take
company I which’s goal is not only to widen farmed land to produce commodities but also
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become a grain multiplication company. Managers of I position their company differently from
the other cases and will not allocate same resources to area extension than F and C.
Tactical production planning
Tactical production planning ensues strategic planning. “Tactical planning reflects decisions
for the coming months” (Vorst et al., 2005). Generally the detailed production planning is
closed three to six months before the agricultural period begins. In other words in JanuaryFebruary network companies know precisely varieties of plants they will crop in each parcel
and the approximate fertilizer, pesticides and herbicides treatments they will have to do. An
important remark is that in Argentina and in Uruguay two harvesting periods are identified.
The first one begins around November and the second around April (See Figure 6). This
practice is called double cropping and is due to favourable weather conditions.
The detailed production plan is the first step before planning input needs and financing
needs.
Network companies have a portfolio of different plants they cultivate. They farm mainly
wheat, barley, soybean, maize, sunflower, rapeseed and sorghum. These seven plants
constitute their basic portfolio of products and have to be distributed throughout the managed
area at different times of the year and respecting a particular rotation. So variables of
constrain are:
 Climate since weather and soil composition influence the choice of plant and variety,
 Prices because high prices reflect high demand and this demand has to be satisfied,
 Dates since wheat is sowed in May and soybean in November, and
 Rotation since farming wheat-soybean-wheat-soybean is a damageable practice for
environment due to difficult pest management and erosion issues.
Planning production in network companies is like linear programming since the aim is to
optimize production, maximize profit and minimize risks while variables of constrain are
defined. Nevertheless production planning is not an automated function.
Agronomists identify different soil characteristics and recommend specific varieties for a
particular ecological region. Plant succession also called plant rotation varies according to
soil composition and weather conditions well known by agronomists. Thus production is
planned, according to the strategic planning, during meetings between managers and
agronomists in charge of production areas.
In case of A, B, F and G production planning decisions are supported by their integrated
information system program, statistical programs and risk management programs. A and B
farm over 50 000 hectares, and F and G over 150 000 hectares. Thus analytical information
technologies are crucial to manage such a quantity. C, D, H, I and J use Excel files and do
not use yet programs to support their decisions. These companies farm between 10 000 and
20 000 hectares. The production planning process is less efficient but the reduced quantity of
hectares they manage give them more time to take decisions (Table 16).
Operational management
Operational control and management is the last level of logistical management and
consists in the daily monitoring of farmed land. Agronomists or technicians are in charge of a
determined area called sub-region (See Figure 35) and follow plant, pest and weed
development. Treatments are validated by the region manager.
Network companies divide the area they manage in several sub-regions. In each region an
agronomist is in charge of the coordination of production. This area division is a general
organization practice found in the nine studied companies. Within each region sub-areas are
defined. Agronomists or technicians manage between 2 000 and 4 000 ha. They coordinate
field activities (sowing, fumigation, harvesting, and grain’s transport) and the companies
realising these activities (field work companies and transport companies).
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the Network
Company
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Manager

Region
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2.1

SubRegion
2.2

Sub-Region
Manager

SubRegion
2.3

2 000 to 4 000
Ha

Figure 35. Land Division into Organizational Units

All companies except G employ agronomists as permanent employees. In case of G
managers made another choice and outsource production monitoring. Agronomists in charge
of a productive region are associated to production like a partner. They are associated to
benefit since they get a percentage of total products they deliver. The production planning
process is the same than in the other eight cases but production region managers and subregion managers are not full time employees (See also Figure 36).
 Production Partners: Field Work Companies
Information exchange
Information about the production plan is given to field work companies so as they can plan
their activities. Meetings are planned between the network company and its 3PLs two times a
year (before both production periods) in order to discuss production plan and payment level.
Field work companies are third party logistics providers since they execute a value-added
activity namely the commodities production (Vorst et al., 2005). They are important members
of the supply chain of network companies and can give a competitive advantage to the
company that cooperates the most efficiently with them. Indeed yields are highly dependent
on how sowing, fumigating and harvesting have been realised. So better the work performed
by the farming company is, higher production per hectare is.
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Figure 36. Production Planning
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Governance regime: field work company-network company relations
The relationships between network companies and field work companies are rather
informal. In case A, B, F and G work agreement are signed by both parties. Nevertheless
these agreements do not have any legal value. The other five companies do not sign any
papers with their field work companies and work is performed in a totally informal framework.
So trust is a fundamental factor in the relations between network companies and field work
companies. This informal environment is a cultural heritage. In Argentina and in Uruguay
producers work without contracts and actors in agriculture are not used to manage relations
in another way. As a consequence network companies rely only on their partners to
accomplish field work and field work companies rely on their partners to be paid after work
performance. Thus mutual dependence exists between network companies and field work
companies. Moreover, in cases A, B, C, F, G and J, field work companies work only for one
network company. There is no exclusivity agreement but the previously mentioned network
companies provide enough work to employ their field work companies full time. This is
another element of interdependence. The field work company has only one customer and the
network company does not have replacement if its field work company does not perform the
work in a particular area.
Commitment is another element of network company-field work company relationships. In
all cases studied network companies help field companies to finance purchase of new
machines. This credit system takes two main forms. (1) The network company borrows
money to the field work company. (2) The network company stands guarantor for the field
work company at the bank. Usually money payback is done in shape of working hours. This
system is not performed with all field work companies since they are numerous (Table 19).
Table 19. Number of Field Work Companies in relation with Network Companies

Key partners are often the largest field work companies. Nevertheless in the cases of A
and F managers explain that this credit system is implemented with their closest partners,
which are not always the largest one. Help is given to long-term partners with whom most
trust has been developed.
Trust, interdependence and commitment are essential elements to successful long-term
relationships, which is a key factor to achieve supply chain management (Mentzer et al.,
2001; Tummula et al., 2006).
Performance measurement
Trust between field companies and network companies exist however controls are
performed by farming companies to evaluate the work of their partners in other words if they
reach their performance expectation.
The sub-region managers have direct contacts to field work companies since they coordinate
field activities. Production plan contains approximate dates of sowing, fumigating, fertilizing
and harvesting. Nevertheless production of commodities is weather dependent and decision
to perform field activities is taken by region and sub-region managers. So, for instance, when
wheat sowing can begin the sub-region manager phone the particular field company planned
to sow his area and indicates precisely the variety and the density to sow. The network
company provides field work companies with inputs. This task is also realised by the subregion manager, who manage inputs in his area. During and after field work he is in charge
to control if work is well accomplished.
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Field work companies are aware of network companies’ quality expectations and these
standards have to be evaluated. The nine companies studied reward field work companies
that are working well at field through bonus payment. A basic price exists for each performed
labour but an additional reward can be given when performance are high. For example when
the field is nicely sowed the sub-region manager states it and reward is add to basic labour
price.
Performance standards and measures are important for all supply chain members so as to
work towards the same goals and constantly improve supply chain performance. “The most
effective relationships exist where supply chain partners have been made aware of what
performance standards they are being held accountable for” (Tummula et al., 2006).
Common problem solving
Network companies develop trust and mutual dependent relations with their field work
companies. The latter have to reach quality standards and are rewarded when work is
particularly well accomplished but performance is always evaluated and is a key to problem
solving. During performance measurement points of enhancement are characterized. These
problems will be jointly solved by network companies and field work companies.
As an example: if yields are bad in a parcel and this observation is made in all parcels
farmed by field company X it may be due to a defective combine-harvester. Technicians from
the network company will try to help field workers to solve this problem. On the other hand
bad harvesting may be due to human defective work execution. The combine-harvester
driver might need training. Network companies A, B, F and G propose training sessions to
field work companies’ employees. These classes are performed by network companies’
members or lecturer hired by them. In the case of smaller network companies training
possibilities are not directly offered by the company but field work companies are
encouraged to participate to work shops given by companies A, B, F or G or by research
public institutions.
A successful co-operation?
We identified five key elements characterising the relationship between network companies
and field work companies:
 Trust
 Interdependence
 Commitment
 Performance measures
 Joint problem solving and Training possibilities
These elements are critical ingredients to a successful collaboration (Mentzer et al., 2001;
Tummula et al., 2006). The network company-field work company relationships are success
factors of network companies.
The nine companies are not equal regarding to the relationships they maintain with their
production partners. We already discussed the fact that large network companies (A, B, F
and G) can easier impose corporate culture to chain members thanks to their powerful
position in the channel. Their size and resources are the main explanation factors. As a
consequence field work companies might co-operate more efficiently with the larger network
companies.
Another point of debate is the identification of key production partners. Apart from companies
A and F, network companies promote larger field work companies. From an entrepreneurial
perspective reducing supplier basis enables lower transactions costs but from a social
perspective it means that members of the agriculture market will disappear.
We will come again to this aspect in the discussion part.
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 Transport Partners
Governance regime: transport company-network company relations
The governance regime of the transport company-network company relations is even more
informal than the one between network companies and field work companies. This is due to
the particular context in Argentina and Uruguay. Transport companies are often composed
by one truck and the truck owner is the truck company head. Contracts do not exist at
transport level and transport companies do not want to be bind by contract conditions.
Network company’s logistics managers are directly in contact with transport companies and
call them when there is a need. Communication is made by phone.
After production planning logistics managers plan transportation needs. They gather a pool
of transport companies during planning phase and when harvesting begins they call them to
check availability and indicate trip characteristics. This procedure is informal but used in
every studied case. Therefore trust is important and the pool of transport companies is at
80% the same each year within each network company.
Performance measurement
Measures of truck’s weight before and after grain load are performed by all studied network
companies so as to control grain loss. Combine-harvesters do not have an automatic weight
system thus quantity of grains harvested can only be checked by weighing trucks.
In Argentina the problem of merchandise loss is particularly high. Truck drivers are often
accused to steal grains. In order to minimize this risk trucks are systematically weighed
before entering field to load grains and weighed full loaded at most fifty kilometres after field.
Weight measures are also realised when transport has to be performed between silos and
customer’s delivery place.
This simple measure is not performed by all commodities producers in Argentina and
Uruguay. Farmers let trucks leave field without knowing the precise quantity of grains they
contain.
Company B even trace transport companies with a GPS system installed in each truck. On
the contrary F decided not to trace transport partners with GPS and chose to trust them.
 Production Partners: Land Owners
New land investigation
The nine companies studied during our investigation plan to grow in terms of quantity of
hectares they farm. The objective of network companies is to support this growth by renting
additional land. They already mainly use rented land to produce commodities since 80 to
100% of the area they cultivate is rented to owners who do not farm themselves their land
(Table 15) and these percentages should stay stable in future. Land holders are either
people who live in the city and have another principal activity than farming or people who
farmed their own land but are attracted by high renting prices and stop their producing
activities. Since demand for land is dramatically high in South America prices are elevated. In
Argentina and Uruguay land is rented between 180 and 400 US$ per ha.
Land available for lease is found following three main ways:
 An estate agent, who takes a commission,
 Region and Sub-region managers investigate themselves a zone,
 Land owners call the network company to offer land to rent.
Companies A, B, F and G have a strict renting procedure.
 Firstly the area the network company is interested in is analysed from an agronomic point
of view. Satellite pictures are observed and land references are asked to the ministry of
agriculture. Soil analyses are performed and network company’s agronomists evaluate the
parcel on the spot.
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 Then the area is analysed from an economical point of view. Accessibility is evaluated,
correlations are used to examine the global portfolio, the parcel has to be surrounded by
more parcels rented by the company so as to optimize lease, etc.
 After the property title is asked to the land owner to make sure the land is free to rent, and
 Finally an offer is made to the landholder.
The other five companies do not have yet a strict renting process but are developing a
procedure since they already misevaluated the opportunity to rent parcels. They rented at to
high prices or realised after lease conclusion that the accessibility was bad.
Because of their size large network companies developed procedures guiding employees
in charge of renting land so as to minimize error possibilities.
Governance regime: landholder-network company relations
Network companies and land owners sign legal contracts. However there are no legal
renting times in Argentina and Uruguay. As a consequence companies and land owners
choose to rent land for 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 years without legal time settings (See Table 19). Land
owners are not interested in renting their land for a long time because they are keen to
negotiate the lease. Each year land gains value in Argentina and Uruguay and rents are
each year higher.
Five types of contracts have been identified (Table 19):
1) Fixed Payment Lease in US$:
The land owner can choose to be paid a fixed amount of money in US dollar per hectare. In
Argentina and Uruguay prices vary between 180 and 400 US$ according to land quality and
location.
This type of contracts is the less risky for land owners. Network companies have to pay the
agreed price whether or not yields and prices are high. Moreover landholders are paid in
advance before sowing begins which means two times a year.
2) Fixed Payment Lease in Tons of Grains.
The landholder can choose to be paid in amount of grains and this amount is fixed. Price is
not fixed at the moment of signing the contract and fluctuates following world market price.
For example: the payment is 1Ton per hectare and the grain type is soybean. Landholder will
get the price of 1 Ton of soybean at present international market prices.
This type of contracts is less asymmetric from a risk perspective. Land owners share the
market risk with network companies. They will get less rent if market prices decrease.
3) Percentage of yields
This option is the most risky for the landholder and the best contract type for the network
company. Rent depends on yields since land owner gets 18 to 28% of yields and market
price because price is set following world market prices.
4) Fixed Payment and a percentage of yields
This type of contracts is a mix of contracts 1 and 3. Until X kg/ha landholder gets a fixed
payment in US$ and over X kg/ha the payment is calculated in percentage of yield.
5) Joint Farming Agreement
Landholder put inputs or work which represent 10, 20 or 50% of charges and gets 10, 20 or
50% of the benefits.
In this case risks are shared and the land owner does a contribution to farming activities.

Relations between land owners and farming companies are asymmetric and in favour of
the land owner. This is due to the competition for land that exists today in South America.
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Land owners have the choice between several companies to rent their land. Contracts with
land owners are legal contracts with conditions. The land owner can negotiate price,
payment conditions, crops and time. Their strong position enables them to speculate the
level of the rent and to take a minimum of risks. Indeed the main type of contract signed by
landholders is the first one (Fixed payment in US dollar).
Interesting result of our investigation is that renewal rate of contracts is high (Table 20). Land
owners seem satisfied by the activities performed by the farming company they chose for
renting. Network companies renew 90% of their contracts with the same land holder. Mainly
contracts are renewed for the same land parcel.
These results are relevant placed in their context because, until now, local actors thought
that the power balance between landholders and network companies was in favour of the
latter. We will come again to these results in the discussion part.
 Storing Possibilities and Quality Performance
Storing is performed by all companies but mainly rented silos are used. Storing cereals and
oilseeds is a necessity during harvesting for two main reasons. Firstly quantities of grains
that have to be transported, loaded at harbour and shipped are largely exceeding logistics
possibilities. Transport and harbour capacities are insufficient. Secondly cereals and oilseeds
have to reach certain quality standards before exportation, e.g. humidity rate, and need to be
dried in a storing plant.
Network companies have to deliver grains respecting three main quality standards:
 Humidity rate standards,
 Foreign body rate standards, and
 Damaged grains rate standards.
These standards are different for each type of grains and vary for the export market and
the domestic market.
Quality measures are performed by network companies simultaneously to truck weighing
just after grain load from the field. A sample of commodities is taken and analysed in order to
see if quality standards are reached. If this is not the case grains will be dried and/or sorted
out in a storing plant.
Storing commodities in plants is an expensive storing. The storing company mainly a grain
collector and buyer invoices charges calculated per ton stored e.g. electricity, handling,
drying costs. Moreover in Argentina and Uruguay storing facilities are insufficient.
Consequently producers looked for an alternative and new storing units appeared six years
ago called silo bolsa. These storing facilities are big bags from 180 tons capacity (See Annex
8). The nine companies studied use silo bolsa. A, B, C, F, G and J use silo bolsa additionally
to rented and/or owned silos whereas D, H and I use exclusively silo bolsa and do not rent
silos. B and G own silos, rent others and use silo bolsa. This alternative to plant storing is
cheaper than the former one and grains can be stored 6 months to one year.
Network companies are competitors because they farm rented land and compete for it but
network companies can also be partners in other cases. For instance B is a ‘producercollector’ company buying grains from third party producers. A sells merchandise to B and
rents also silos from B. C rents silos to B even if C and B are both collecting grains from third
party producers. This is a clear illustration to show that companies can compete within one
supply chain and collaborate in another (Mentzer et al., 2001).
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Table 20. Type of Contracts between Network Companies and Land Owner
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8.2 Procurement
The procurement process generally has to do with the “strategic plans developed with
suppliers to support the manufacturing flow” (Lambert and Cooper, 2000) but in our case
network companies need agri-inputs (seeds, fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides) to support
commodities production and do not deal with manufactured products.
We include in this part capital procurement since credits granted by input providers are an
important financing source.
 Input procurement
Procurement planning
After production planning supply of agri-inputs is scheduled. Network companies know
approximately the amount of fertilizer, pesticides, herbicides and seeds they will need since
production plan gives information about varieties and quantities of plants that will be farmed,
and input needs. So, once a year large amounts of inputs are purchased. After this purchase
small purchases are still possible but expensive products like fertilizer are bought with
anticipation i.e. just after production plan ending. Fertilizer represents half of the total value of
inputs purchased by farming companies.
Governance regime: input supplier-network companies relations
Network companies buy inputs from:
 Multinational companies such as Bayer, Basf, Cargill; Syngenta, or Monsanto directly. As
a consequence prices and quantities are negotiated directly with company’s headquarter in
Montevideo or Buenos Aires. Inputs will be delivered from harbour to field using a Just-InTime management.
 Local distributors. Distributors are ‘franchised’ input providers. They have agreements with
the previously mentioned multinationals and sell their products. They are considered as
partner of the multinational and are negotiation intermediaries.
Contracts between network companies and input providers are purchase agreements with
conditions such as price, product and delivery time. Those agreements are legal contracts.
Inputs are purchased by network companies but not paid. Suppliers use a credit system for
producers and allow payment at next harvesting. This system is a 6 to 10 months credit
possibility.
Production Planning
Procurement Planning

Purchase

Seeds

Fertilizer

Pesticides

Herbicides

Delivery and Use

Payment

Figure 37. Procurement planning
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At harvesting network companies get payments from customers and pay input providers.
We identified to type of relationship with suppliers.
 In the first case network companies pay its purchase to its supplier with interests. Price
and interest rate have been negotiated during purchase.
 But in the second case the input supplier is also the customer of network companies. So
the network company sells grains to its customer which is also its supplier.
Performance measurement
Key providers are easy to identify since 80% of the inputs are provided by 20% of the input
supplier basis. Meetings are planned with key providers and performances are discussed.
Logistics aspects are discussed since suppliers are, often, in charge of input delivery and
Just-In-Time management is implemented.
Financial issues are also discussed since the network company has to in advance how much
its supplier will grant it.
Size and strategy impact input supplier choice
Small network companies work preferentially with local distributors whereas large network
companies work directly with the multinational input provider. Thus small local companies
work together and large multinational companies work together. The power relations are
better balanced that way. F and G buy for millions of dollars inputs to suppliers and are
important clients for providers. On the other hand small network companies are important
clients for local distributors.
F chose to work directly with multinational input providers because credit from suppliers
represent 25% of the short-term credits they use to finance company’s activities. Local
distributors are not able to support these financial needs. However F chose also to work with
local distributors in order to promote local intermediaries in the agri-input sector. It is part of
the culture of F.
On the contrary B and G do not work with local distributors and are even competing with
them since they sell inputs themselves. B and G are the only network companies studied that
play also a role of input provider for third party producers. B and G benefit from the credit
given by the multinational providers and transfer it to its own clients.
Managers of A and F stated to build a long-term relation with their suppliers. They are not
price oriented and agree to buy more expensive inputs with partners they form an alliance
with than just seeking low prices.
In the other seven cases managers described their purchase strategy price oriented.
The input supplier-network company relationship has an impact on local market since small
input providers vanish. This issue will be discussed in the conclusion.
 Capital procurement
Financial leverage
Network companies finance their needs with 40 to 70% of credits. All companies visited
have a similar financing system. Fixed assets in farming companies are low since they do not
own a lot of land or machinery in comparison with their turn-over. The principal innovation
those businesses performed is the separation of two activities traditionally closely linked in
agriculture namely the production activity and the land owning activity. As a consequence it
is easy to enter market. Indeed companies don’t need to invest a large amount of money to
buy land and expensive machines. They even don’t need to invest money to pay inputs
because the main input sellers developed a credit system, which allows producers to pay
their inputs at harvesting moment. So, multinational input providers contribute to the
financing of farming companies at a high level.
Banks are another financing source for farming companies. Banks take as guarantee the
forward contracts the network company has signed with customers.
Investors are a third possibility. The rest is covered by the working capital.
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Financing Planning

Banks

Input Suppliers

Investors

Working
Capital

Figure 38. Financing planning

Futures contracts are also a source of financing for network companies. These contracts
are financial agreements whereas forward contracts imply a delivery of commodities.
Collaboration amongst network companies
Alliances between network companies are another source of financing. Network companies
sign a joint farming agreement and collaborate so as to farm land. This collaboration
agreement is a way to share risks and to finance activities. In cases of H and I, H pay 50% of
costs (e.g. rent and administration of the production) and I pay the other 50% (e.g. inputs,
and field work). After harvesting benefits are shared into two. In cases G and H, G provides
inputs (35% of global costs) and H provides the rest. The benefits are shared 35-65%
respectively for G and H.

8.3 Commercialization
Governance regime: network company-customer relationship
Network companies sell on the domestic market and the export market. The commodities
export market is an oligopolistic market. Farming companies sell cereals and oilseeds to 5 to
7 multinational companies such as Cargill, Dreyfus, Noble, Bunge or ADM.
Contracts between farming companies and exporters are market specification contracts
called forward contracts. The nine companies studied sell 50 to 70% of their global
production forward before harvesting. These companies do not speculate their entire
production because this practice is too risky. Selling forward is part of their risk management.
On the domestic market network companies’ main customers are millers, feed industry or
large breeders or dairy farmers. Grains are sold on the spot market at the present day price.
Performance measures
Order fulfilment and returns are key business processes in Lambert and Cooper’s point of
view (2000). In our case order fulfilment and returns are from second importance because
network companies produce five to eight types of commodities, which are not processed or
packaged, and do not manage returns. Nevertheless network companies sell the majority of
their production forward before beginning of harvesting. Yields are not precisely known and
can be compromised by harsh weather. Besides forward contracts are legal contracts, price,
delivery date and place are agreed. Network companies are committed to fulfil conditions. If
their own production is compromised and can not be delivered, they need to buy grains to
other producers and deliver merchandise as agreed in the contract.
Exporters are key customers for network companies and information is exchanged. The
largest companies F and G have meetings twice a year with senior management of exporting
companies in order to discuss future objectives and collaboration.
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‘Producer-collector’ companies
‘Producer-collectors’ buy commodities to third party producers and commercialize them as
explained previously. Commercialization is more complex since these companies sell their
own production, buy production from other farmers and sell it jointly to their own. Thus
commercialization planning requires, additionally to the production planning, prospect of third
party producers’ sales intentions.
‘Producer-collector’ companies play the same role than cooperatives. Into buying
commodities to other producers horizontal collaboration is achieved at the level in the chain
where there are numerous small farmers. This permits reduced transaction costs between
the vertical levels of the chain. This “may reduce the power imbalances that occur in
interactions between large powerful players (exporters) and small individual growers”
(Woods, 2004). Farmers sell to ‘producer-collector’ network companies instead of
cooperatives because the former ones are more efficient and provide better services. This
result is interesting because small to medium farmers deplore the development of network
companies (as we observed it in Argentina during first semester crisis) but meantime choose
them as buyer. Moreover the issue of concentration appears in this result. ‘Producercollector’ companies favour small farmers into buying their production. This result will be
discussed in the conclusion.
Customer orientation
Supply chain management at the primary production level is different from SCM at the
manufacturing level. Stevens (1989) explains that external integration thus SCM consists in a
focus change from product-oriented to customer-oriented. But in the context of food supply
chain network the variety of products is low and producers are insured to sell their whole
production. As a consequence the level of customer-orientation is more difficult to evaluate.
Nonetheless the quality management of farming companies is sign of customer orientation
since six companies out of nine have international standards (ISO 9001). Small and large
network companies made this choice (See Table 15). However the leaders F and G have
been following international standards since 2000 whereas the other four small network
companies applied in 2008.

8.4 Risk Management
Risk management is a central topic in network companies. They are using several tools to
reduce their risks which are very high in the agro-primary production.
There are 3 types of risks in agriculture commodities production:
 The climatic risk,
 The financial risk, and
 The political risk.
The main tool to reduce the climatic risk is portfolio diversification. Network companies are
farming various plants in different climatic regions of a country and sometimes in different
countries. Diversification decisions are supported by statistical tools such as correlations and
risk management programs in the leading companies. Small network companies do not
manage the climatic risk as well as the leaders. These companies farm 10 000 to 20 000
hectares whereas leaders farm over 150 000 hectares. Consequently small network
companies can not divide production in three or four different climatic regions and so
compensate this disadvantage by contracting insurances.
Leaders do not subscribe any insurance because their geographical diversification
eliminates risks linked to the production. Managers of F stated that their business has zero
probability to loose money. Their plant portfolio and land portfolio have been built with the
objective to create profitability in every case.
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Food commodities international market prices are volatile. Consequently market risks are
high and need to be controlled and stabilized in order to sustain activities years after years.
Farming companies manage this financial risk by selling forward. When sowing begins 20 to
30% of the production is already sold. As a consequence companies know they will cover the
plant implementation costs. Months after months the part of production sold grows and at
harvesting 50 to 70% of the production is sold. Costs are covered. Company might sell its
production at a lower price than spot market price but it minimizes risks.
The nine network companies studied manage climatic and financial risks like we previously
mentioned it. Their objective is, firstly, to be profitable and, secondly, to sustain their activities
over a long-term period. This implies that network companies have a long-term vision and
are not only seeking short term profitability as local actors presume.
Leaders lower the political risk by going international. A is a subsidiary of F in Uruguay. G
invested in company B. F and G are present in several countries in South America. In this
continent the political framework is instable and companies’ rights are not guaranteed for a
long period. The battle between producers and Argentinean government is an illustration of
this risk. During three months commercialization of commodities was stopped and
uncertainty about next step was high. This political crisis led to profit loss in the production
units in Argentina. F and G had the certainty to compensate losses thanks to their units
abroad. They are more flexible whereas small network companies, which did not
internationalize, had more difficulties to sustain activities. This crisis led J to decide seeking
investment possibilities in Uruguay.
The scale of the largest farming companies helps them to manage risk because they have
more resources and can implement technologies (e.g. risk management and optimization
software, experts in economics, experts in agro-technology) that smaller network companies
do not use. Size has definitely consequences on chain management possibilities.
Future risk management possibilities for network companies
In order to stay attractive for investors leading farming companies will have to keep their
low risk profile (See Figure 39, arrow 1). Leaders should not be tempted increasing their
profit to the detriment of risk management. Selling forward is a central element of the risk
management of farming companies so as to cover costs and sustain next year’s business.
Nevertheless selling forward means also price shortage when market prices are high.
Leading network companies might be tempted to speculate a higher percentage of
commodities in order to increase margin. This option is dangerous in the high volatile
commodities market and a major step back in the risk management strategy.
Followers seeking size increase without improving their actual poor risk management level
will become more risky and consequently less attractive for investors and even for
employees working in an unsustainable firm (Figure 39, arrow 2).
Another possibility for small network companies is to follow the example of the leaders,
widen their farmed land, going international and improve their use of analytical ICT. However
this option implies the need of important resources, which are not always available (Figure
39, arrow 3). Looking at the range of size of the network companies studied (See Table 16)
we define critical size at 30 000 ha. Companies reaching this critical size have to improve
their actual risk management so as to sustain their business and to avoid failure. A viable
alternative following this size growing strategy is the merger between two or more small
network companies. Of course this possibility implies to overcome all the problems linked to
mergers and/or joint ventures (e.g. trust, adaptation, management harmonization).
An interesting option is the creation of a new group of challengers that improved its risk
management without growing in size or going international (Figure 39, arrow 4).
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The lastly mentioned possibility is a step forward towards better risk management with a
limited resource allocation. Small network companies will have to make strategic choices in
the framework of a limited budget.
Large
network
companies

Critical
size

Not sustainable business

Leaders

1

Climatic risk management
•
Uncontrolled climatic risk because decision
procedures have not been defined
•
Expensive insurance contracting
•
Complex plant distribution decision making
without IT support

Climatic risk management
•
Broad geographical distribution
•
Plant distribution decisions supported
human knowledge and analytical IT
•
No need of insurance contracting

by

Financial risk management
•
Increased financial risk since internal
coordination is lower due to a low level use of
ICT

Financial risk management
•
Forward contracts
•
Futures & Options

Internationalization without a
coordination is a failure source

Political risk management
•
Internationalization

strong
2

Followers

Small
network
companies

internal

3

New type of challengers

Climatic risk management
4
•
Limited geographical distribution
•
Plant distribution decisions supported by only
by human knowledge
•
Need to contract insurances

Climatic risk management
•
Better land distribution within a radius of more
than 200km
•
Development of transactional IT in order to
manage farmed land radius extension
•
Development of analytical IT in order to
support plant distribution decisions
•
Contracting insurances with private insuring
companies

Financial risk management
•
Forward contracts
•
Limited use of Futures & Options

Financial risk management
•
Further use of Futures & Options

No political risk management

No political risk management

Limited risk management

Good risk management

Figure 39. Network companies' classification according to their level of risk management and
Size

8.5 Value-added Distribution
Network companies set an objective of profitability during strategic planning. This objective
is expressed in the global EBITDA (Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization) of the company. Managers stated that in network companies the Return on
Assets (ROA) percentage can not be an objective since this ratio is very high due to low
assets compared to income. F also calculates EBITDA/Ha to measure performances.
In case G, which has a ‘producer-collector’ profile, an objective of sales is set to the
commercialization department. Managers have to produce a profit margin estimated in US
dollar per ton of grains sold.
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We evaluated how the added value is shared between farming companies, field work
companies, transport companies, input provider and land owner.
Considering revenue as being 100% and expenses divided into costs of 3PL (field work and
transport companies), inputs, rent and production administration, following value distribution
occurs:
 3PL get 10% of total revenue,
 Input suppliers get 20 to 30% of total revenue,
 Rents represent 40% of total revenue
 Production administration, in other words employees of the network company, represent
8% of total revenue , and
 Network company takes 12 to 22% of value-added.
Value-added distribution confirms the power of landholders in the farming business. They
get the largest part of revenue without participating to the farming activities and without
taking risks (See section 8.1).
Field work companies and transport companies get the less value-added. This might
indicate that mutuality between field work companies and network companies is not
respected when it comes to value-added distribution. However Cox (2004) explains that
“both sides can gain something from a relationship even through one party gains a
disproportionate share of the value”.
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9. Discussion - Conclusion

 Contribution of this study to the network company debate
The results of this study have to be evaluated and placed in their context. Network
companies are source of concerns for local actors in Argentina and Uruguay. Their scale and
their management practices are cause of intense debates. In Argentina the crisis of 2008
between producers and government highlighted these types of companies and their
activities. Nonetheless network companies have never been studied before. Indeed it is the
first investigation performed about network companies from an inside perspective. We went
inside the companies and observed their functioning. The results of this study give valuable
elements in the debate taking place in South America.
Farming companies are cause of concerns but paradoxically the percentage of agricultural
production realised by these companies is not well quantified. The main reason is that
network companies are not defined as a statistical group. Public statistics centres in Uruguay
and Argentina do not take a census of these companies. In South America network
companies are ‘empresas agropecuarias’ (farming and livestock companies) and all types of
farmers and breeders are classified in this category. DIEA responsible for statistics in the
agri-sector in Uruguay separates farming and livestock companies according to their size
and not according to their work practices.
The only source of information is Arbeletche et al. (2007). They state that 11 network
companies exist in Uruguay. They calculate that 18% of the total producing area is farmed by
these 11 network companies and evaluate that 25% of the total production of soybean is
accomplished by these companies.
In Argentina we came to information during interviews with local actors. Considering that
the total area harvested in Argentina represents 31 million of hectares in 2007 (DIEA, 2008),
 14 million of ha are farmed by the landholder, which represents 45% of total area. In
Uruguay 35% of the farmed land is cultivated by its owner (DIEA, 2008). Both percentages
are coherent.
 17 million are farmed by non owners so 55% of the total harvested area is farmed by
producers renting land.
 From these 17 million of hectares farmed by non owners the 50 largest network
companies farm 1,3 million of hectares. Thus 4% of the global production in Argentina.
 The other 15,7 million of hectares are shared between 62 000 companies, which are
either farmers renting additional land to their own or very small farming companies.
This information may give a representation of the importance of network companies in the
agricultural production market but has to be further analyzed. National reliable statistics have
to be performed to monitor shares of the production of farming companies since they plan to
extend farmed land. This type of information is crucial to evaluate the real importance of a
phenomenon and essential for politicians to take decision of action. Neither in Argentina nor
in Uruguay government takes a clear line regarding the development of network companies
and the concentration that occurs in the agri-sector. The problem of concentration of natural
resources in the hand of few companies is considered seriously by experts and the ‘laissezfaire’ of governments is source of concerns. This issue is even higher in Uruguay because of
its reduced size. 18% of the total area farmed by 11 companies is a point that society has to
debate.
Our investigation led us to determine key success factors of network companies in the
supply chain management framework described by Lambert and Cooper (2000). We
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identified corporate culture, long-term supplier-customer relationships and the
implementation of ICT as success elements. Those three factors can be found in literature as
identified by Tummula et al. (2006). Moreover adaptability and flexibility are two additional
success factors contributing dramatically to the success of network companies. Interestingly
these five success factors gain scope in their context.
Flexibility is found in abundance in literature as a key success factor of companies.
However the way flexibility is reached in network companies is source of distrust for local
actors. Flexibility is difficult to attain in the primary food production sector. Production
capacity can not be adapted quickly to market demand and production is dependent of
natural conditions, contrary to manufacturing industry.
The structure of network companies, which is the same in the nine visited organizations,
gives them flexibility. Network companies mainly farm rented land, plan production but
outsource the act of production to field work companies.
 As a consequence they can increase the land they plan to farm by renting more. This
practice is less demanding in investments than buying land.
 Land can be rented in various areas of the country, which reduces climatic risks thanks to
geographical diversification.
 Field work companies are hired in the area the network company plan to extend farmed
land.
On the one hand market entry is low but on the other hand quitting market is easy. Local
experts are concerned by this second observation. Our results show that field work
companies often work for one network company. They rely on them financially. Moreover
important parts of the land would not be farmed anymore.
Several results of our study give indications that network companies do not plan to quit
commodities production market. First of all their risk management indicates that they aim at
economic sustainability and long-term stability. Managing risks is a tool to gain profitability
but it is also a means to sustain activities for a long period. Network companies decrease the
risks linked to commodities producing activity (i.e. weather) through wide range crop
distribution. Besides analytical IT are used to support crop distribution decisions. They use
forward contract, futures and options as well as internationalization to lower financial and
political risk. Then the construction of long term supplier-customer relationships is another
indication for their aim of sustainability. The nine network companies propose training to the
employees of field work companies and support financially the development of key partners.
Interdependence is created and network companies rely on their partners. So, network
companies invest money and time in long term cooperation. Finally we observed that their
adaptation skills were used, until now, to stay competitive in business. They changed their
initial model and invested in fixed assets to take market opportunity in their sector. Some
network companies invested in land (e.g. A, C, F) and others invested in storing units and
transport facilities (e.g. B, C, G). Besides farming companies try to adapt to public criticism
by answering it and being more transparent. They work with public research centres and
exchange information during conferences or debates.
Investigation’s results show that seven companies out of nine have the objective to work
with large field work companies in order to decrease transaction costs and their number of
managed relations. Thus concentration of the number of actors in the agri-sector in Argentina
and Uruguay will increase.
Farming companies plan to grow by renting more land. Competition for land will stay high
and more small farmers will have to quit market because they are not able to compete with
these companies. These local actors take the opportunity to rent their land to farming
companies and leave the farm to go to the city. Consequently land is distributed between
less actors in other words concentrated into few hands.
Concentration at the input provider level occurs since network companies need credits from
suppliers and small independent input providers can not finance them. They will disappear as
network companies will grow. Experts assumed that all network companies avoid buying
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inputs from local distributors but this is partially true. Small network companies negotiate with
local input distributors. In this way power relations are better balanced. Leading network
companies are important clients for international input providers whereas small network
companies are not. Thanks to this example we see that the size of the company impacts
chain members’ choice.
More generally company’s dimensions influence the identified success factors. Among the
nine studied cases we could identify leaders and followers of the farming market. Leaders
are those companies, which manage the most land and developed the most integrated
information system to sustain their size. Four companies are leading the network company
market. In Uruguay, A is the most important company representing the ‘producer’ profile
whereas B represents the principal player of the ‘producer-collector’ profile. In Argentina F
leads the ‘producer’ companies and G the ‘producer-collector’ organizations. A and B are
subsidiaries respectively of F and G and clearly benefit from the “know-how” of their partners.
The five other cases are market followers and perform benchmarking so as to reduce the
existing gap between them and the industry leaders. An illustration of this is the development
in all following companies of an information system program so as to gather production and
economical information in an unique computer program. The leaders’ competitive advantage
is difficult to copy but C, D, H, I and J know that an effective information system is a critical
success factor of the leaders. Benchmarking the leading companies is an easy task in the
network company sector since the companies we visited in Argentina (F, G, H, I and J) are
members of the general farming association and exchange information about management
practices, results and objectives. Leaders, F and G, correspond to Porter’s definition of
“Good” leaders. H, I and J are “Good” competitors (1985). Porter (1985) states that “firm
should concentrate its efforts on attacking “bad” competitors while maintaining relative
position vis-à-vis good ones”. Collaboration between some network companies may push the
“bad” ones out of market and increase concentration.
On the other hand ‘producer-collector’ network companies are important intermediaries
between farmers and exporters. The commodities export market in South America is shared
between five to seven international companies. Exporters represent an oligopoly. The power
relation between a small farmer and an international exporter is totally asymmetric whereas
power is more balanced between a small farmer and a ‘producer-collector’ network company.
Small to medium producers sell their production to B, C or G because they are more efficient
and propose better services than cooperatives. Through B, C or G small to medium farmers
have access to market information, to futures and options, to forward contracts and to
financial advice because these network companies are services providers too. As a
consequence network companies concentrate a large amount of commodities, sold to the
exporters. Transaction costs are reduced for the exporters. They buy production from one
intermediary rather than from ten producers. We may state that ‘producer-collector’ network
companies support small to medium farmers by buying their production.
Experts propose a hypothesis to explain network companies’ growth. It might be that input
providers, which are an important source of financing for network companies, promote credit
to this type of businesses in order to lower the number of actors in the production market.
Input providers and multinational exporting companies might in this way decrease
dramatically their transaction costs and consequently make more profit. We could not verify
this hypothesis but further researches should clarify it.
An important result of our study is the strong position of landholders. They take the most
value-added but do not participate in risks. They speculate rents and consequently impose
short time contracts. Short time renting is not part of the strategy developed by network
companies to enhance flexibility. This information was unknown until now. Experts thought
that the power relationship between landholders and network companies was in favour of the
latter. Leaders A and F try to re-balance power between them and landholders. They analyse
the utility to rent a specific parcel and calculate the amount of money they can pay for it.
They will not give every price to rent land even if other companies do so. Besides they count
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on their image to be chosen by landholders. Indeed land owners can choose to rent their
land to various companies. Price might be a crucial element for some of them but other will
rather choose companies with the reputation of good practices and regular payment.
However at the end of negotiation the landholder decides whether or not he will rent its land
to company A, B, C or D.
Competition for land between network companies exists.
But we identified in Argentina tacit agreements between
companies. G chose not to farm land in the area where F is
Chain
Actors
well established. Main reason is that F is a client of G since
G collects grains from F. Thus G does not want to loose this
important client. We could not identify such agreements in
Network of
Uruguay. This information needs to be further examined
Company
because this type of agreements between companies could
1
lead to area distribution among them and market distortion.
However we see with this example a new form of networking
Chain
Chain
Resources
Activities
emerging. Farming companies work within a strategic
network with their suppliers and customers (Schramm,
2007). They develop long-term purposeful arrangements
Network of Network Companies
with their partners that allow them to gain or sustain
comparative advantage vis-à-vis their competitors outside
Chain
Chain
the network (Schramm, 2007). Thanks to our netchain
Resources
Activities
analysis approach (Lazzarini et al., 2001) we could identify
an ‘upper-network’ composed by several network companies
Network of
collaborating (Figure 40). This form of networking is not
Company
described in literature and is a hybrid form between
2
entrepreneurial networks and industrial networks. Indeed this
‘upper-network’ is embedded in an entrepreneurial spirit and
Chain
group membership since confidential information about each
Actors
company is shared with all group members and general
market information is exchanged during meetings.
Simultaneously network companies are entities evolving in
Figure 40. Network of network
the same horizontal layer of their industry. They are not only
companies
competing
against
each
other.
They
create
interdependencies between their resources since they
become client or provider from each others.
These interdependencies lead to strategic choices as the one done by G consisting in
avoiding direct competition with its client on its heartland. This form of networking can not be
equated with cartels since commodities production market is not an oligopolistic industry,
commodities’ prices are internationally fixed, input suppliers are powerful and landholders
make the competition run between farming tenants to get higher rents. Moreover employees’
wages can not be fixed since there is a high demand of agronomists in network companies
and competition to hire the bests is strong.
 Network companies: Integrated companies
The nine companies do not have the same level of development according to the definition
of Stevens (1989). Nevertheless they are all internally integrated (Stevens, 1989). The
leaders are near stage 4, which is external integration and followers are placed at the
beginning of stage 3, which is internal integration. The nine organizations have a full system
visibility, departments are integrated and information is shared at company level. Overall
strategy leads to production planning which enables procurement planning and financing
planning. All departments of the companies work in interdependency. The company acts like
one body. However external integration is yet not achieved. Network companies integrate
fully field work companies and transport companies since they share daily production
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planning information, plan future machinery acquisitions together and are deeply
interdependent. On the other hand integration with customers is limited. EDI for instance is
an objective of F but is not yet implemented. They share information with their customers,
mainly exporters, but during face to face meetings.
Network companies have a supply chain orientation (SCO). Mentzer et al. (2001) defines
SCO as “the recognition by an organization of the systemic, strategic implications of the
tactical activities involved in managing the various flows in a supply chain”. Managers in
network companies manage “the upstream and downstream flows of products, services,
finances and information across their suppliers and their customers” (Mentzer et al., 2001).
Network companies integrate their partners in this philosophy and develop a corporate
culture in order to give a superior framework to the supply chain through values and
missions. Leaders may have more success making understand to their chain members the
necessity to work jointly but small network companies also aim at an integrated management
of the transactions and relationships between firms as well as processes within the firms.
This approach better meets customers’ requirement (Woods, 2004). Moreover followers
benefit from the advance of industry leaders since the latter enhance the management of
commodities supply chains.
This enhanced supply chain management will affect negatively producers who compete
directly with network companies. Breeders and dairy farmers, who compete for the same
land than farming companies, will have to adjust their management practices to the ones
used by network companies to gain competitiveness (i.e. intensive breeding, feed lot). But
this enhanced supply chain management is also an opportunity to improve and secure
incomes of chain members. Local input distributors may stimulate rural employment. Service
providers (field work companies and transport companies) spend their incomes locally and
contribute to local rural economy (Wheatley et al., 2004).
A valuable alternative to lower direct competition between farming companies and breeders
or dairy farmers may emerge through the creation of high-value, speciality products
(Wheatley et al., 2004). Meat from the Pampa is known as being the best of the world.
Uruguay has a long cheese producing tradition. These products might get an International
Geographic Indication label and form a niche market for a number of breeders and dairy
farmers.
Benchmarking network companies is useful because they found possibilities to adapt their
supply chain to increased competition. “As developing countries enter into WTO
arrangements their agricultural industries will be subject to increasing competition in their
domestic market, and have greater incentives to meet global standards in export markets”
(Woods, 2004). So the enhancement of the supply chain management is crucial to meet
future challenges (Woods, 2004). Network companies change the rules of the industry, they
work within a network, develop long-term relationships with chain actors, organize production
in ways that give them flexibility. They are organisational innovators. Small and medium
farmers already find benefits in the ‘producer-collector’ companies because they are valuable
intermediaries between them and customers. So positive outcomes are possible from
network companies
 Possible evolutions
2008 is a year of crisis: crisis in Argentina because producers opposed to government an
unexpected resistance and financial crisis at world level.
In the following part we present three scenarios of possible evolutions of the global context
and their implications for network companies. These three scenarios represent reflection
suggestions.
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Scenario 1: The economical context will promote network companies
The world suffered financial instability in 2008 and investors are seeking growing markets
to invest in. Cereal and oilseeds production is becoming an attractive market for investors all
over the world. Demand for commodities is high at world level and farming companies in
South America flourish. Brazil and Argentina are leading countries in the grain export market.
Network companies have the objective to grow within next years. This growth can only be
sustained with funds collected from investors. The leaders of the market already opened their
capital to external investors. It might be that the smaller network companies also follow this
strategy in order to avoid widening the gap that exists between them and the leaders.
Foreign investments might favour large network companies, less risky than the small ones.
Consequently concentration in the agri-sector is likely to accelerate.
Scenario 2: Impact of enhanced environmental regulation on network companies
Network companies change farm practices and land-use pattern. Production practices are
more intensive, e.g. pasture in not taking into account in the crop rotation, and a great
percentage of land area is devoted to soybean. Mono-cropping is an important issue in
Uruguay and Argentina. Our experts take seriously the problems linked to these new farm
practices e.g. soil erosion, irrigation use, non adapted fertilization, which damage natural
resources.
Government will have to legislate against natural resource misuse. Some experts think that
these measures might reduce the development of network companies. However our
investigation shows that network companies have the skills to adapt new regulations. New
laws mean often more administrative paper work and investments in new technologies.
Large and small network organizations have enough resources to comply. This issue will be
different for small and medium producers, who have lower investment possibilities.
Regulations aiming at protecting natural resources in Argentina and Uruguay are necessary
because soil and water are more intensively used. But environmental laws will not affect the
growth of network companies, on the contrary it will promote them.
Scenario 3: Towards a fair market
Policymakers have a crucial role to play in the development of the agri-sector and the
capacity of small-scale producers to maintain activities. Government has several levels of
intervention and can use them in favour or not of small producers.
Wheatley et al. (2004) states that
“Industrial and competition (anti-trust) policy is ensuring a truly competitive market that
limits the potential of chain participants with market power to capture excessive rent to
the detriment of other chain participants and wider society.”
So agreements between large players of the commodities market should be clearly forbidden
and controlled. Tacit agreements between network companies are source of market
distortion. Moreover the capture of value between chain members, from field work
companies to international exporters, has to be evaluated. Our results only show a first
impression of the value-added distribution between landholders, service providers, input
providers and network companies. Future investigation should examine the rent capture of
international export companies.
Another level of intervention is the investment policy implemented by government.
According to Brennan (2004),
“attention needs to be given to policies that affect the attractiveness of investment in
the country’s agri-food sector, and these include foreign direct investment (FDI)
policies, general macro-economic stability, as well as agricultural and trade policies
that affect the comparative advantage of establishing supply chains in that country.”
Political instability in Argentina leads network companies to invest abroad. The FDI policy of
Uruguay is not restrictive. Consequently Uruguay becomes an attractive market in order to
minimize the political risk for Argentinean companies.
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Foreign investments will become an important issue in the coming years in Argentina too.
More and more investors will be attracted by the commodities production market in
Argentina. Investment policies have to restrain speculative investments so as to sustain over
a long time agri-sector in this region of the world.
Moreover enhancement of cooperation between MERCOSUR members may be a key to find
political and economical stability.
The issue of farming companies goes far beyond the impact of these actors in the sector.
These companies highlight the need for a whole continent to create a strong political line in
order to develop its economy in a sustainable way and increase its population well being.
 Limitation of the study and further research
This investigation regroups nine case studies. We identified two different profiles of network
company and found general pattern in their organization and structure. This study is the first
step to understand the supply chain management performed by network companies and to
determine their key success factors in the South American context. Of course a limitation of
the study is time. We stayed only five days in the largest companies. On the other hand it
seemed sufficient to give a first global picture of network companies. Moreover spending
more time in companies means investigating less companies and the reliability of information
would have been doubt by local researchers. Another limitation of our study is the sample
determination. We could only study the network companies willing to collaborate with us.
Other organizations did not want to answer our questions. Thus the sample may not be
representative of all network companies but only of the ‘best’ ones, the most open and
transparent.
Further researches have to be performed in order to examine in detail these new
agribusinesses. These companies may be investigated from different perspectives namely
from a sociological angle, an economical angle and/or an anthropological angle.
Further researches with a sociological perspective:
The relations network companies maintain with their partners have to be further
investigated. Firstly the nature of these relations should be thoroughly reported and
governance regime has to be studied more deeply. Then value-added distribution should be
examined amongst partners and between network companies and their clients, which has
not been done in this study. Moreover the cohesiveness created and promoted by these
companies amongst stakeholders through their strong corporate culture might be a
dimension to study and benchmark for other companies in South America. Finally network
companies are an interesting investigation field from a network organization perspective
since these firms work within an ‘upper-network’ of network companies. This new form of
networking should be further monitored.
Further researches with an economical perspective:
The impacts of these organizations on national economy need to be evaluated so as to
measure this phenomenon and its implication. The contribution of network companies to
society through taxes and employment has to be evaluated.
Further researches with an anthropological perspective:
Agriculture is not only a central element of the economy in South America. It is part of the
culture too. La Pampa, los gauchos, el campo shaped the Latin American society. Network
companies are a possible investigation entry to study the changes in society like human
migration towards cities.
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Annex 1: Map of Argentina and geographical delimitation of the Pampa area

Legend:

Pampa

Source: University of Texas, 2008
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Annex 2: Map of Uruguay and geographical delimitation of the ‘Litoral Oeste’

Legend:

Litotal Oeste
Source: University of Texas, 2008
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Annex 3: Classification of research methods according to key research objectives
(Ellram, 1996)
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Annex 4: Qualitative data collection techniques (Ellram, 1996)
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Annex 5: Research project sent to companies

Supply chain description and understanding of ‘Nuevas empresas
agricolas’
By Laure Clasadonte (LaSalle Beauvais and Wageningen University), Master student.
This study is supervised by Jean-François Tourrand (CIRAD) and tutored by Jacques
Trienekens (Wagenigen University) and Loïc Sauvée (LaSalle Beauvais).
Moreover the project is realised with the cooperation of Pedro Arbeletche from the Facultad
de Agronomia de la Udelar.
1) Objectives of the study
Highlighting the links between stakeholders in the channel, understanding the logistics
channel and how it contributes to the profitability of those companies.
This study is conducted thanks to CIRAD (Centre de coopération internationale en recherche
agronomique pour le développement) and la Facultad de Agronomia de la Udelar.
2) Data collection
Our observation requires the physical presence of the researcher in the company.
The methodology that will be used is based on observation, interviews and document
analysis.
Relevant information has to be found such as:
 Work distribution, division, planning
 Stakeholders’ identification (suppliers, customers, exporters…)
 Information technologies used to describe the information channel and traceability
 Marketing channel description
 Company’s growth and international shares
 Risk management
3) Company’s benefits through participation to this study
The company will find several benefits by participating to this research such as:
 A better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of their own supply
chain and,
 Leads to improvements.
The researcher undertakes to:
 Remain anonymous the participants if they want and,
 Hand as information the report over to the company after the analysis.
4) Confidentiality
Employees’ and company’s name can be modified in the final report if they wish.
5) Information diffusion
This work is part of my master studies in both universities (LaSalle and Wageningen).
A report will be handed over to my professors and an oral restitution will take place in
October 2008.
(*Inspired by Carole Groleau’s work)
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Annex 6: Interview guide

1. Presentation of the interviewed person
 The interviewee
Name
Position in the company
For how long have you been performing this position in the company?
For how long have you been working in this company?
 What is your daily work?
In which department do you work?
How is this department structured (leader, head, number of workers)?
What is your daily work, your functions?
With which actors of the network are you in relation (clients, suppliers…)?

2. The company
Which business of your company is the most profitable (agriculture production, inputs sales,
or services)?
Which products do you sell (cereals, inuts)?
 Company’s culture
How would you define the company’s culture?
What are the missions and vision of the company?
 Challenges
Which are the challenges the company is confronted to?
Which are the futures challenges the company thinks to be confronted to?
 Company’s structure
How could you map the structure of the company?
How many hectares does the company manage?
Which type of crop does the company farm?
How many hectares of each crop does the company produce?
Does the company own land? Does the company rent land?
Which is the judicial form of the company?
 Management methods used
Does the company use management methods?
Does the company follow a top-down or a bottom-up organisation?
 Production planning
How does the company plan its production? How does the company take decisions? Which
tools (software, management methods…) help the company to take decisions?
How does the company plan its contracts (with land owner for example)?
How much time before sowing does the company know what and where it will sow?
Can the initial planning change?
Do the company’s holdings in other countries use the same agronomical package?
Which rotation does the company use? This rotation is function of the soil properties o
function of profitability?
How many hectares manage each area responsible?
 Employees
How many employees does the company employ?
How is the work distributed between employees?
Are there people in charge of a precise region?
How many regions are?
What is the level of independency of the technicians?
Does the company put objectives to its employees?
How does the company pay its employees (fixed payment, bonus)?
Does the company finance formation to its staff?
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How does the company valorise its employees?
How are the employees evaluated?

3. Supply Network Structure of the company
 Members of the company’s network
Who are the members of the network?
Who are the key members of the network, with whom the company has a managed relation?
Who are the key members for each flow (product/ financial/ information)?
 Structural dimensions

Horizontal structure
How many levels has the supply chain?

Vertical structure
How many suppliers manage the company?
How many clients does the company provide with products?

Horizontal position of the company
Does the company use outsourcing?
Which activities does the company outsource?
 Global Supply Chain

How is the work structured?
From your point of view, what is the level of integration of the supply chain?

Information flow
How does the company manage the information flow generated?
Which information technology does the company implement?
Did the company develop a system of information management?

4. Demand Management
 Relation with clients
Who are your clients? Are your buyers the same that your providers?
Futures market is a type of client for the company?
What are the procedures used to manage company’s relations with its clients?
What are the tools used to manage company-client relation?
What are the selection criteria to become client of the company?
Who are the key clients?
Which type of contracts does the company develop with its clients?
Who has the power in the company-client relation (because export market is very
concentrated)?
 Management of the contracts between the company and its clients
What type of contracts does the company sign with purchaser?
Are they exclusive contracts?
How many types of contracts exist?
In percentage, how many purchasers signed a contract type 1, 2, 3…?
Do the contracts have more than a punctual validity?
What are the selection criteria to become client of the company?
Does the company develop a credit system with its clients?
Does the company develop relations with the clients of its buyers?
 Relation types company-clients (managed, monitored, not-managed)
Does the company maintain tied relation with key clients?
What is the nature of the relations with clients from tier 1?
What is the nature of the relations with clients from tier 2?
Within each tier, does the company manage differently its relation towards clients?
 Services toward the client
Which type of services does the company propose to its clients?
Is ‘real-time’ information available by the client?
 Demand management
Which are the negotiation procedures between the company and its clients?
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Does demand prognostication exist (time and quantity)?
Does the company exchange key data with its clients?
 Commercialisation
Does the company sell its production to contracted clients or in the spot market also?
What is the percentage of cereals sold when harvesting start (forward contracts)?
 Product returns and order fulfilment
Do product returns occur?
If yes, how does the company manage them?
Do quality controls exist?
What are the consequences of non-fulfilment of quality conditions (penalties)?
Is the company able to meet client’s satisfaction?
What is the order fulfilment indicator? If the company can not deliver enough cereals to its
buyers, what happens?

5. Management of the upstream supply chain
 Company’s inputs purchase
Who are the company’s suppliers? Your local suppliers are distributors of international
suppliers (Monsato, Syndenta)?
How does the company manage communication with its suppliers (Internet, electronic data
interchange EDI)?
What are the procedures used by the company to purchase?
When do clients pay the company?
 Warehousing management

Warehousing infrastructure
Does the company warehouse products?
Does the company own warehousing facilities?
Does the company rent warehousing facilities? To who?
How are stocks managed?

Transport facilities
Does the company own trucks?
From field to client, who is in charge of transport?
How are harvesting and transport organised?
 Governance regime: contracts

Contracts management between land owner and the company
Are the contracts exclusive?
For how long are the contracts negotiated?
What are the selection criteria to choose land?
How many different types of contracts does the company negotiate with land owners?
What are the conditions of those different types of contracts?
En percentage, how many land owners chose to sign a contract type 1, 2, 3..?
Are the relations different between a small land owner and a big one?
Does the company prefer to rent to big land owners?
In percentage, how many land owners decided to renovate their contracts with the company?
Is it the same land that is rented at each contract extension?
What is the profile of land owners who chose to rent their land? Do they stop their land
activities?
Who has the power in the company-land owner relation (because land competition is high)?

Contracts management between field work companies and the
company
Are the contracts exclusive?
For how long are the contracts negotiated?
What are the selection criteria to choose a field work company?
How many different types of contracts does the company negotiate with field work
companies?
What are the conditions of those different types of contracts?
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En percentage, how many field work companies chose to sign a contract type 1, 2, 3..?
Are the relations different between a small field work company and a big one?
Does the company prefer to outsource to big field work companies?
Does the company help field work companies to buy machinery?
Who has the power in the company-field work company relation?

Contracts management between transport companies and the
company
Are the contracts exclusive?
For how long are the contracts negotiated?
What are the selection criteria to choose a transport company?
How many different types of contracts does the company negotiate with transport
companies?
What are the conditions of those different types of contracts?
En percentage, how many transport companies chose to sign a contract type 1, 2, 3..?
Are the relations different between a small transport company and a big one?
Does the company prefer to outsource to big transport companies?
Does the company help transport companies to buy trucks?
Who has the power in the company-transport companies relation?

Contracts management between input suppliers and the company
Are the contracts exclusive?
For how long are the contracts negotiated?
What are the selection criteria to choose an input supplier?
How many different types of contracts does the company negotiate with input suppliers?
What are the conditions of those different types of contracts?
En percentage, how many input suppliers chose to sign a contract type 1, 2, 3..?
Are the relations different between a small input supplier and a big one?
Does the company prefer to buy to big input suppliers?
Do input suppliers finance the company? For instance, through a credit system?
Who has the power in the company-input suppliers relation?

Types of relation between input suppliers and the company
Does the company maintain tied relation with key suppliers?
What is the nature of the relations with suppliers from tier 1?
What is the nature of the relations with suppliers from tier 2?
Within each tier, does the company manage differently its relation towards suppliers?

6. Product development and Innovation
Does the company develop products?
If yes, is this development done with suppliers? Ex: Seeds, new GMO…
Does a R&D department exist within the company?
Does innovation exist?
If yes, in which sectors of the company?
How is innovation implemented?

7. Traceability and Quality
 Norms?
Does the company fulfil international norms (ISO,…)?
What is the importance of trazabilidad within the company?
 Product controls
How are controls implemented? Which types of analysis are made?
 Control of the members of the supply chain
How does the company evaluate the field work companies’ work?
How does the company evaluate the transport companies’ work?
How does the company control input deliveries?
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8. Risk management
How are risks shared within the supply chain?
How does the company manage risk?
How does the company manage input and output price risk (Futures market,…)?
How does the company manage quality and quantity risk (Assurances,…)?
How does the company manage security and sanitary risk?

9. Relations with members out of the supply chain of the company
 Which type of relations has the company with other new agri-businesses?
Which type of relations has the company with cooperatives?
From your point of view, why does a farmer sell his production to your company and not to
the cooperative?
Which type of relations has the company with similar companies?
Those companies are competitors?
Who are the company’s competitors?
 Relations with subsidiary companies
How are the relations with the company’s subsidiaries?
What is the level of independency of the subsidiary companies?
Does the company put objectives to its subsidiary companies?
Why did the company investments in other countries?
What are the business differences between Uruguay and Argentina?
 Relation with society
What is a ‘pool de siembra’?
Is your company a ‘pool de siembra’?

10. Value-added distribution
 Benefit distribution
How are the benefits distributed?
Do bonuses exist given by the company to reward its partners?
Profitability of the company en %?
Products – Charge (%?) (Inputs (%?) + Rent (%?) + Field work companies (%?)) = Net
Result (%?) – Taxes (%?)
 Investment
How does the company finance its activities?
Who are the investors?
Does the company invest in other sectors than agriculture?
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Annex 7: Open Coding Example
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Annex 8: Silo Bolsa
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Annex 11: Acronyms

AAPRESID: (Asociación Argentina de Productores en Siembra Directa) Argentina’s
Association of Producers using the No Tillage method
CEO: Chief Executive Officer
CONABIA: (Comisión Nacional Asesora de Biotecnología Agropecuaria) National Advising
Committee for Biotechnology in Agriculture
DIEA-MGAP: (Estadísticas agropecuarias – Ministerio de Ganadería, Agricultura y Pesca de
la Republica Oriental del Uruguay) National institute of statistics in charge of agriculture –
Ministry of agriculture of Uruguay
DD: Direct Drilling
EEC: Economical European Community
FOB: Free On Board
GATT: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Ha: Hectare
IS: Information System
MERCOSUR: (Mercado Común del Sur) Southern Common Market
SC: Supply Chain
SCM: Supply Chain Management
WTO: World Trade Organization
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Annex 12: Glossary

Commodity: a substance or product that can be traded bought or sold. In this study
commodities are cereals and oilseeds.
Direct Drilling (DD) o No tillage: Before sowing, soil preparation is done without ploughing
o turning it.
MERCOSUR: Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay are full members whereas Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru are associated members. Venezuela is becoming a full
member.
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